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ITrP!0tattnr Afnrmbhlg
Tuesday, the 15th October, 1968

The SPEAKER (Mr. Guthrie) took the
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS (17): ON NOTICE

RAILWAYS

Concession Fares for School Children
1. Mr. RUSRTON asked the Minister for

Railways:
Relative to my question of the 9th
October on public transport fares
for children-
(1) What are the fares for school

children under 15 and under
18 years of age on M.T.T.
buses and the railways be-
tween Armadale and Perth-
(a) daily:
(b) weekly;
(c) monthly;
(d) quarterly;
(e) term?

(2) Will the Railways Depart-
ment, to educate school child-
ren to rail travel, provide daily
fares on a similar basis to the
M.T.T.; i.e., Sc travel one way,
to or frorn school, to those
under 18 years of age?

Mr. O'CONNOR replied:
(1) When travelling to and from

school, children would pay the
following fares between Armadale
and Perth:-

V3 rder
161

years
(a) M.T.T.-slngle fare ... Sc

Raliways-ilgic fare 20c
(b) MTT,..........Not issued

Rtailways............ 82.00
(10 Single

Fares)
(c) M.T.T...........Not issued

Railways 8.. ... .. 3,55
(d) ?L.T.T...........Not issued

Railways...........0.86
(e) Mf.T.T...........Not issued

Railways..................10.65

15 and
under 18

years

40C

8290o
weekly
ticket

63.55

60.85

810.65

(2) No. The department is mindful
of th6 need to provide reduced
fares for children travelling to
and from school; and for shorter
journeys, which apply to all but
a few children, railway term
tickets provide cheaper travel than
the daily fares available on M.T.T.
buses. For example, for a journey
of six miles during the school

year of 208 days. the comparison is
as follows:-

Under 15 and
to under 18

years years
Monthly Ticketa-

M.T.T.-212 single fares......$20.60
Rail-It monthly fares .... 610

Quarrly Tickets--
IIT.T._412 single fares ......... 6$20.80

Ral-3 quarterly fares at 84. 45
plus 2 monthly fares at
$1.70................816.75

Term Tickets-
M.T.T.-412 single fares ......... 8$20.60
MRal-3 term ticket fares at 85.05 815.16

620-80
518.70

620.80

$18.75

620.80
615.15

ROADS
Darlingt on Railway Route: Use as

Freeway
2. Mr. DUNN asked the Minister for

Works:
(1) Owing to persistent rumours that

the Main Roads Department has
made a firmi decision to use the
disused railway line through Dar-
lington as a future freeway, could
he advise-
(a) the degree of truth in this

rumour: and
(b) if a firm d ecision has been

mnade?
(2) How long will it be before an

official announcement is made to
allow those people who are most
likely to be affected to make other
arrangements?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) and (2) The Main Roads Depart-

ment has not wade a firm decision
to use the disused railway line
through Darlington as a future
freeway. It has made a pre-
liminary investigation of the
feasibility of the route, but
the need for a freeway-type
road is many years in the
future. Having regard to the
many more urgent priorities which
face the department, it has no
present intention of putting up

the siheme as a formal proposal.
3. This question was postponed.

HIGH TENSION CABLES
Crossing over Swan River

4. Mr. TONKIN asked the Minister for
Electricity:
(1) Will he table plans showing clear-

ly the route first proposed for the
high voltage power line to pass
over the Swan River and the pro-
posed route which has now been
approved by the Government?

Crossing under Swan River:
Estimated Cost

(2) Will he supply details Illustrating
how the estimated cost of putting
the power line under the river was
calculated?
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Mr. NALDER replied:
(1) Yes. A plan showing the original

proposal and the current loca-
tion is submitted for tabling.

(2) Supply and installation of $
cable, accessories, and
terminal structures (based
on quotes) .. 11 158,000
Preparation of underwater
trench Including back-
filling with sand and
hand-packed rock (based
on actual costs for similar
Job in New South Wales) 140,000

298,000

The plan was tabled.

DISPOSAL OF UNCOLLECTED GOODS
Legislation

5. Mr, T. D. EVANS asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Justice:
(1) Has consideration been given to

legislating for a disposal of un-
collected -goods Act?

(2) If not, will this matter be examin-
ed with a view to introducing
legislation during the next parlia-
mentary session?

Mr. COURT replied:
(1) This matter has been approved as

a project for consideration by the
Law Reform Committee, which
has made some progress with Its
research. it Is expected a work-
ing paper will be issued before the
end of the year.

(2) Legislation will be considered
when the report of the committee
has been received.

WATER CATCHMENT AREA
Standard Gauge Railway Route:

Feasibility Study
6. Mr. MAY asked the Minister for Water

Supplies:
(1) Prior to a decision being made re-

garding the present route of the
standard gauge through the Darl-
ing Range, were investigations
made as to the feasibility of this
route being required for a catch-
ment area for future metropolitan
water requirements?

(2) If so, would he kindly advise the
result of these investigations?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The salinity of the Avon is such

that the water could not be used
without treatment, and it was con-
sidered that the use of such water
could not be an economic proposi-
tion for a long time and possibly

never. Additional costs to the
Railways Department arising from
the need to locate the line above
Possible storage levels Would have
been very great and such location
of the line could not be justified.

FITNESS AUSTRALIA COMIM'IE
Chairman and Members: Emoluments

'7. Mr. DAVIES asked the Premier:
Does the chairman or members of
the W.A. Branch, Fitness Australia
Committee receive any emolu-
ments of any description for their
contribution to the committee?

Mr. NALDER (for Mr. Brand) replied:.
No.

POWER STATIONS
Mula and South Fremantle:

Production Costs
8. Mr. TONKIN asked the Minister for

Electricity:
(1) As the cost of oil at present being

used to generate one unit of elec-
tricity at South Fremantle is
greater than the cost of coal re-
quired to generate one unit of
electricity at Muja, why is the
State Electricity Commission gen-
erating power at South Fremantle
at a greater cost than such power
could be produced at MuJa?

(2) Is coal being stockpiled at Bun-
bury?

(3) if "Yes," for what reason?
Mr. NALDER replied:
(1) The greatest possible number of

units are generated at the Muja
generating station consistent with
reliability of supply and economy.
The commission is operating an
interconnected system in such a
manner that the total costs are a
minimum.

(2) Yes.
(3) For use during the miners' Christ-

mas holidays.

MILK AND CREAM
Retail Shopvs: Inspection of Storage

Facilities
9. Mr. I. W. MANNING asked the Minis-

ter representing the Minister for
Health:*
(1) Do officers of the Public Health

Department or local authorities
inspect retail shops which sell milk
or cream?

(2) If "Yes," are the storage facilties
and equipment for the handling of
milk and cream the subject of in-
spection and supervision by the
above health officers?
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Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) The inspection of Premises, where

food (including milk or cream) is
kept for sale, is a routine respon-
sibility of local authority inspec-
tors. Public Health Department
inspectors only conduct such in-
spections for special Purposes.

(2) Yes.
Retail Shops: Restriction on Number

10. Mr. I. W. MANNING asked the Min-
ister for Agriculture:
(1) Is It the policy of the Milk Hoard

to restrict the number of retail
shops selling milk and cream?

(2) If 'No," what is the reason for the
board permitting only one retail
shop in the township of Dwel-
lingup to offer milk and cream for
sale?

Mr. NALDER replied:
(1) Not generally.
(2) At present a licensed milk vendor

provides a household delivery ser-
vice at Dwellingup, Holyoake, and
Hanksiadale despite the relatively
small gallonage involved. Any
erosion of the present milkman's
business by the issue of additional
licenses could jeopardise the ser-
vice to householders in these areas.

COOKS
Apprenticeship Training

11. Mr. MITCHELL asked the Minister for
Labour:
(1) Is he aware that there are no pro-

visions to train cooks, by way of
apprenticeship, in Western Aus-
tralia?

(2) Would it be possible to arrange a
course for such a trade?

(3) Could the practical training be
done by recognised establishments
with the theory part being done at
a technical school?

(4) Does he realise there are a num-
ber of people -wishing to be ap-
prenticed in this Profession In
Western Australia but who are
forced to go east if they want pro-
per training?

(5) Is he aware that there are a num-
ber of well qualified establishments
that would be willing to give the
practical training required?

(6) In view of the ever-increasing need
for trained cooks in the State to
cope with the expanding tourist
traffic and needs of the travelling
public, would he take some action
to make possible full training with-
in the State?

Mr. O'NEIL replied:
(1) Yes,
(2) It should be possible.

(3) This would be normal practice as
far as apprenticeships are con-
cerned, but as to whether it is
practical in this calling would re-
quire investigation.

(4) As no approach has been made to
me I have no knowledge of the
situation.

(5) No.
(6) The matter will be referred to the

appropriate authorities.

CLAREMONT HOSPITAL
Nursing Accommodation

12. Mr. MENSAROS asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Health:
(1) Has any consideration been given

to having new buildings erected
on the grounds of, or near to,
Claremont Hospital for the pur-
Pose of Providing accommodation
for nursing and other staff of the
hospital?

(2) If "dYes," could it be expected that
such accommodation will be pro-
vided in addition to the existing
ones?

(3) If the answer to (2) is "Yes," when
will building operation commence
and for how many units?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes.
(3) The construction of nursing staff

accommodation is provided for in
a site development plan, but it is
not Possible to indicate when con-
struction could commence, having
In mind that loan funds are not
available for the project.

RESIDENTIAL ZONES
Establishment of Professional

Practices
13. Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister

representing the Minister for Town

(1) In residential zones--
(a) are doctors and dentists per-

mitted to establish and oper-
ate consulting and treat-
ment surgeries;

(b) are chiropractors and chiro-
Podists Permitted the same
privilege?

(2) Do replies to the foregoing have
general application, and, if not,
where and in what respect are
there differences?

(3) What are the reasons for the
differential treatment of the
aforementioned personal profes-
sional people?

(4) Will he take steps to overcome
the anomaly: if not, why not?
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Mr. LEWIS replied:
(1) (a) and (b) This depends upon

the provisions of the local auth-
ority zoning by-law or town Plan-
nling scheme, if any, or, where no
such scheme or by-law exists, a
decision of the local authority
taken under the powers dele-
gated by the metropolitan region
scheme.

(2) The differences are in the relative
terms of local authority by-laws
or schemes, or In the circum-
stances in which individual
decisions are taken.

(3) Any differential treatment would
be justified by the local authority
in drafting and promulgating its
scheme or by-law or in defending
a decision taken under the region
scheme on appeal to the Minister.

(4) The Provisions of local authority
town planning schemes or by-laws
are initiated by the local aulthori-
ties concerned. In considering
them, the Minister and the Town
Planning Board always seek to
achieve a reasonable degree of
uniformity consistent with the
Proper consideration of particular
circumstances.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
Regional Boundaries

14. Mr. WILLIAMS asked the Premier:
(1) How many, and which, of

State departments operate
regional boundaries?

the
on

(2) Are the boundaries the same for
each department?

(3) What are the regional centres
used by each department?

(4) Could a description, or map, be
provided of the boundaries used
by each department?

Mr. NALDER (for Mr. Brand) replied:
(1) to (4) The information is being

obtained and the question will be
answered when this is to hand.

POTATOES
Growers, and Importation of Chips

15. Mr. TAYLOR asked the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) How many cartons of potato chips

have been imported into West-
ern Australia-
(a) from North America;
(b) from any other area over-

seas;
during the period since the 30th
June, 1967?

(2) How many persons have been re-
fused a license by the potato
board to grow potatoes, since the
30th June, 1967-
(a) in the Spearwood and Kwin-

ana shires;
(b) elsewhere in the State?

(3) How many persons
fined since the 30th
for growing potatoes
license-

have been
June, 1967,
without a

(a) in the Spearwood and lXwln-
ana shires;

(b) elsewhere in the State?

Mr. NALDnER replied:
(1) (a) 358,694 lb.

(b) 1,600 lb.
These figures are from the Bureau
of Census and Statistics from the
1st July, 1967, to the end of July,
1968.

(2) (a) 7.
(b) 165.

(3) (a) 9.
(b) 20.

SCIENTOLOGY
Charges

16. Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Justice:
(1) Has the body known as the Hub-

bard Association of Scientologists
International, or any person acting
for or on behalf of that body, or
any person who is known to Prac-
tise scientology actively, ever been
charged or prosecuted In Western
Australia for any act or thing
arising from the Practice of scien-
tology; for any breach of the law
relating to conspiracy, treason,
sedition, defamation, blackmail,
extortion, bribery, false Pretences,
blasphemy.'- obscenity, indecency.
forcible detention, violence, threa-
tened violence, breach of the peace.
criminal dishonesty, unlawfully
performing any medical act, or any
other crime or misdemeanour?

(2) If so, will he supply details of the
nature of the charge, by whom
laid, when, and with what result?

(3) What evidence has he in respect of
questions (1) and (2) in relation
to other States of Australia?

Mr. COURT replied:
(1) One.
(2) Date-The 15th and the 29th

September, 1959.
Coxplanant-The Medical Board
of Western Australia.
Defendant-Lancelot Allan Harri-
son.
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Complaint-11He not being a quail-
fled medical practitioner, held
himself out as being willing to
treat one Constance Mary Warren
for her condition of Epilepsy, a
condition usually treated by a
qualified medical practitioner,"
contrary to section 19 of the
Medical Act.
Decision--Guilty.

- Fine-E5O.
Costs-f 56.

(3) None.

POLICE
Dampier: Number and Duties

17. Mr. TONKIN asked the Minister for
Police:
(1) How many police officers are sta-

tioned at Dampier?
(2) Is it part of the duties of these

police officers to enforce com-
plianice with the "regulations"
issued by Hamersley Iron Pty.
Ltd,?
Prosecution at R. F. Reid

(3) Was the prosecution of R. F. Reid
In Roebourne Police Court on the
8th July for having disturbed, a
member of the Police Force in the
execution of his duty contrary to
section 20 of the Police Act, a
public or private prosecution?

(4) Are the police officers at Dampier
paid from Government funds?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) Two.
(2) No.
(3) This was a police prosecution.
(4) Yes.

SCIENTOLOGY BILL
Second Reading

lMR. ROSS HUTCHINSON (Cottesloe-
Minister for Works) [4.43 p.m.): I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

The purpose of this Bill is to prevent the
organisation known as scientology from
practising as an organisation in this State.
It should be noted that the legislation is
directed against the association and not
against individual beliefs. Here I might
interpolate to say that to quite an extent
the introduction of the Bill into Parlia-
mnent is as a result of representations made
by members of Parliament from both sides
of the House.

In the Bill the definitions are, of course,
of great importance. The E meter or
galvanometer is a common instrument
used by many electricians and students to
measure electrical currents or resistance
in things. In this Bill it is defined as an

instrument purporting to measure emo-
tional reaction in a person. "Practice" is
defined as the application and teaching
and carrying on of business of scientology.

Scientology itself has, of course, been
defined, and "'scientological record"-
another quite important definition-is de-
fined as documents, registers, records of
all sorts relating to the practice of
scientology on, by, or in relation to any
particular person. This definition means
that any scientological material used for
one's own personal reading and study is
outside the ambit of this Act. It comes
within the Act only when it is used by a
scientologist on some other person.

This Bill states that a person shall not
practise scientology and the word "4prac-
tise" is as defined in the Act and means
what the Act says, and not specifically
what a dictionary might happen to say.
The Bill has been designed in order that
it may stand on its own without recourse
to other Acts.

A person shall not, directly or indirectly,
gain fee or reward from the practice or
on account of scientology, Certain ex-
emptions have been given for the use of
galvanometers when used for their legiti-
mate purposes for the measuring of re-
sistance and currents in certain equip-
ment and machinery.

Scientological records, files, and the like
must be handed over to the Commissioner
of Police. Normal powers have been given
to the police in order to enter and search
buildings, but these powers cannot be
exercised except in the normal and usual
way under a warrant Issued by a Justice
who has been satisfied that there is rea-
sonable cause for suspecting that a person
has such material and has failed to com-
ply with the Act.

Penalties have been listed. For a first
offence the penalty will be $200 and for
a subsequent offence it will be $500,
for practising for fee or reward. There
will be a penalty up to $200 for using
a galvanometer on another person; a
penalty of $200 for failure to hand re-
cords to the Commissioner of Police: and
a penalty of $200 for obstruction or delay-
ing a member of the Police Force.

It is therefore apparent from this brief
description so far that the Bill has been
carefully designed to severely limit the
activities of the organisation, but to im-
pinge as little as may be on the Individual
who may wish to read or to study, for
whatever reason, the writings of Lafayette
Ronald Hubbard.

A great deal has been said and pub-
lished in newspapers about scientology in
recent years. The Anderson report In
Victoria was most exhaustive. As rmem-
bers will realise, I took the opportunity
to table copies of this report for the In-
formation of members. Each and every
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chapter of this report could be used as a
very valid speech in favour of the control
of scientology.

Mr. Graham: Did the report recommend
banning the organisation?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: No.
Mr. Graham: Thank you.
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINfSON: But one can

arrive at that conclusion from what has
been said in the report-

Mr. Graham: Oh, no!
Mr. ROSS HUTCHfISON- -and the

determination has eventually to be made
by someone in authority, such as the
Government at the present time.

Mr. Graham: You are putting such
store on what Mr. Anderson said that I
thought you would follow him all the way;
but there has been a convenient departure.
That is all.

Mr. RLOSS HUTCHINSON: This is a de-
cision being made by the Government, and
quite an appropriate one to be made by a
Government in office.

Mr. Graham: We will discuss that later.
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: It appears

quite obvious from the interjections of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition that, had
the Labor Party been in office as a Govern-
ment, this Bill would not have been forth-
coming.

Mr. Graham: You are so right!
Mr. Jamieson: You are very right!
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON:, This is the

distinction I am making quite frankly and
quite openly.

Mr. Tonkin:, Quite a lot of other things
would not happen if the Labor Party were
in office.

Dr. Henn: That is why it is always in
Opposition!1

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Of course,
the Leader of the Opposition does expose
himself so much!

Mr. Graham: I say! You will try to ban
him next!I
* Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: The difficulty
in dealing with this subject is to know
what to leave out. This was mentioned by
the Minister for Health In another place.

Mr. Graham: I could make a suggestion.
Mr. ROSS HUITCHINSON: The Deputy

Leader of the Opposition has made quite
a number in his time.

Mr. Graham: The whole lot!
Mr. ROSS HU'rCHINSON: The wealth

of information is embarrassing; the im-
plied threats of a coercive nature. Manty
members, not all, perhaps, will have read
-and I think with some honror-the QUO-
tations made in another place from the
writings of L. Ron Hubbard.

I would like to draw the attention of
members to a booklet issued by the
scientology organisation called Kangaroo
Court.

Mr. Jamieson: Isn't that the case of all
religions?

Mr. O'Connor: Do you consider it is a
genuine religion?

Mr. Jamieson: As genuine as anything
else.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: This booklet
was printed in Denmark by F. E9. Bording
Ltd., of Copenhagen and published by the
Hubbard College of Scientology, and it is
an attack on the inquiry into scientology
which was conducted in Victoria in 1965
by Mr. Kevin Anderson, Q.C.

I am advised that all members have
received a copy of this publication. I think
a few minutes should be spent in examin-
ing some portions of it. Page one sets out
the scientologists' idea of the settlement
of Victoria-I repeat: the settlement of
Victoria. The interesting aspect is that, in
their usual manner, they have used their
statement of the settlement of Victoria
and, by projection, proved to their own
satisfaction that the Government of Vic-
toria is corrupt and brutal, and that it has
used the law "as an Instrument to be
pla yed as whim or prejudice dictates." It
states at the bottom of page one, "the cor-
ruption and brutality of its origin linger
on in the practices and prejudices of its
practitioners."

Mr. Graham: That might be a. fair con-
clusion, too.

Mr. ROSS HUTJCHINSON: It is rather
regrettable that the leader of a big party-

Mr. Graham: Deputy leader!
Mr. ROSS HUJTCHINSON: -should say

such things. I hope and trust he will try
to divorce himself from saying such things
about the Government of the State of Vic-
toria.

Mr. Graham: I hope you are not feeling
very proud of this Bill?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I think It is
very important that the Bill should be
Introduced.

Mr. Graham:. You ought to be doing the
Nazi salute.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHISON: Quite the
contrary.

Mr. Williams: The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition tried that once before.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Much of the
pamphlet, of course, is virtually unintelli-
gible, but the particular aspect I would like
to point out to members has to do with
the very eminent Chairman of the Mental
Health Authority in Victoria, Dr. Cunning-
ham flax, B.Sc., L.M.S.S.A. (Lond.), D.P.M.
(R.C.P. & S.), M.B., B.S. (Lond.),
M.ANZ.C.

Mr. Jamieson: You did not even impress
US.
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Mr. ROSS HUTHINSON: The reason
why I read the title of Dr. Cunningham
flax was that on another occasion, some
few years ago, the Leader of the opposi-
tion, who was then the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, took great pride in reading
out the names of medicos with the titles
thereafter and the qualifications of people
who espoused a certain cause with which
he was in favour. Consequently I thought
I would read this out in order to get the
leader of the Opposition to interject at
the present time.

Mr. Tonkin: Well, you have got him.
Will you please tell us what they mean?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I wanted the
Leader of the Opposition to tell us what
they mean when he speaks in reply.

Mr. Tonkin: Do you know?
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Of course I

do: I will tell the Leader of the Opposi-
tion after.

Mr. Graham: The Minister does not
know.

Mr. Tonkin: He will have time to look
them up.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I do know
Dr. Cunningham Dax. His record in Vic-
toria, indeed in Australia. is second to
none.

Mr. Graham: If the Minister knows him,
that is a good qualification.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: He has done
a tremendous amount for the problem of
mental health in Victoria and, by example,
in many other States--indeed, the lead
he has set there has been followed in many
parts of Australia. His proposals and
plans have been followed with advantage.

This publication endeavours to make
him sound like a moron and worse, and I
would like to quote from the paragraph
headed, "Refusal to let L. Ron Hubbard
appear to Defend Himself." This head-
ing, in itself, is of course a lie. There was
no refusal to allow Hubbard to appear.
There was a refusal to pay the expenses of
his trip from England to Victoria. Let me
read the last couple of paragraphs of
this--

one wonders what was Planned. If
L. Ron Hubbard had gone to Australia,
the opponents of Scientology would
have improperly jailed him or even
possibly have him certified for his
writings and beliefs. This isn't as
far-fetched as it seems, as there was
evidence before the Board that a
Psychologist, who wanted to get rid of
his wife, had had her improperly
certified.

What better way of ruining Scien-
tology than by getting hold of the
Founder, Jailing him for purposes of
his 'own protection' and then quietly
taking the opportunity to have Dr.
flax perform one of his special,

guaranteed to depersonalize, de-
humanize, to idiotize and zombiize,
operations. Who knows but that the
scalpel might have 'accidently'
slipped and then another statistic
could have been added to the many
who have already died in such opera-
tions.

This section virtually accuses Dr. Cunning-
ham flax, one of the most eminent medical
practitioners in this country, of being
capable of prostituting his profession and
of being capable virtually of cold-blooded
murder. What reputable organisation
would do such a thing? It also suggests,
by implication, that Australian members
of Parliament would be a party to such
action.

I would like to interpolate here to say
that the structure and work of this orga-
nisation appear to be designed to strike
fear into People.

Mr. Jamieson'. Is not that the case with
all religions?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: They strike
fear into the headts of people once they
are attracted into the organisation. There
is nothing wrong initially with the organi-
sation's approach, but if people want to
leave the organisation it tries to interfere
to the extent of saying that it will release
information about their past, which infor-
mation has been given to the organisation
through the various I.Q. tests and so on
which the people undergo in the initial
examination stages.

Mr. Graham: The Minister has evidence
of that, has he?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Yes: evidence
that has been given by people here In
Western Australia.

Mr. Graham: The Minister will submit it
to Parliament, I trust?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Z will quote
cases, without mentioning names. I think
it might be appropriate for me to do this
now.

Mr. Crharn: 11, snt from Mrs. Renouf,
is It?

Mr. ROSS HUJTCHINSON: The first is a
case which I will call case A.

Mr. Graham: Make it R.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I quote from
a letter which reposes at the present time
In the office of the Minister for Health-

I experienced the most deplorable,
vile conduct of violence and ruthless-
ness from my contact with one, my
ex-husband. Even armed with evi-
dence of this utterly unclean and
threatening cult I was waived aside
with no support whatsoever. it took
years to be free and I was only a
young war widow. We lived together
only six months. I beg you to rid
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all of us of this menace before more
innocent people come to harm because
of this cult.

Yours most sincerely.
Here is the case of another woman who
came here-

Mr. Graham: First of all with regard
to case A, what steps, if any, has the Min-
ister made to check the veracity of her
statement?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Steps have
been taken. The person sees the Minis-
ter and talks over these matters. So many
people came forward who wanted to see
the Minister and lay their cases before
him that he had to say he did not want
any more as he had sufficient evidence.

Mr. Graham: Did be take steps to check
any of them?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Whether this
one was checked, I do not know.

Mr. Graham; You know perfectly well
it was not checked.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I know no-
thing of the sort.

Mr. Graham: Yes you do, because none
of them has been checked.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON-. That is com-
pletely wrong. I have checked one in my
own electorate of Cottesloc.

Mr. Graham: Who with?
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I checked it

with the woman concerned and one of her
friends who had had same experience of
scientology.

Mr. Graham: An ex parte statement!.
Mr. Jamieson: What was she like before

she joined the scientology organisation?
I want to know how disturbed she was.

Mr. O'Connor: She was a lot more dis-
turbed afterwards.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: The inter-
jection of the member for Belmont Is
quite interesting. As a matter of fact I
believe that all people in our community
should have the right to live without the
type of fear which the cult tries to
engender if anyone attempts to leave its
society.

Mr. Graham: The Minister is talking
a lot of rubbish. Case A was not threat-
ened. Why was no action taken? It was
not taken for the very good reason
that it was a figment of the woman's
imagination. That is why.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Things are
built up by the fears implanted by the
organisation.

Mr. Graham: The Minister's irrespons-
ible Government made no attempt to
check the veracity of the statements.

Mr. Bovell: Why did the Labor Gov-
ernment in Great Britain ban scientology?

Mr. Graham: Let us pay attention to
the Liberal Government in Western Auis-
tralia. We would like to know what mis-
deeds have been committed, but the Min-
ister is making a poor effort.

Mr. Bovell: You are asking a lot of
questions, and I am asking you one.

Mr. Graham: What is the question?
The Minister for Lands has not a clue!

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Another case
originated in England, and, abbreviated.
this describes it. This person visited
sole ntology headquarters some 12 years ago.
She purchased a few pamphlets. Constant
letters followed her all around England.
She was so plagued by them, and by getting
through the post material she did not want,
that from Western Australia she requested
the police in Sussex to intervene. The
Sussex Police visited the scientology head-
quarters and asked that her name be
removed from the mailing list.

Mr. Graham: Have you seen any cop-
ies of these plaguing letters?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Yes.
Mr. Graham: Will you produce them

for our edification?
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON:' I will pro-

duce copies of them; that Is, copies of this
type of letter. I will also quote some
examples of the type of literature that is
printed by this organisation. As a matter
of fact, I have just read something of what
this organisation attempted to do in re-
gard to Dr. Cunningham Dax; I have just
read this letter for the information of the
honourable member. In fact, the honour-
able member has read this letter himself.

Mr. Graham: Of course I have: the
organisation did not attempt to do any-
thing to him.

Mr. ROSS HUJTCHINSON: I find that
is an extraordinary statement from the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, which is
significant of the approach of the honour-
able member to character assassination of
the worst kind.

Mr. Graham: Fewer words, and a few
more facts, please!

Mr' ROSS HUTCHINSON. This is
character assassination of the worst kind,
yet the honourable member says the organ-
isation is doing nothing to himn.

Mr. Graham: What did you do about
this type of organisatlon?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON,. This organ-
isation is dealing with character assassin-
ation and striking fear Into people to an
extent where the Government must take
some action.

Mr. Graham: Your Party does that at
every election.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: What non-
sense! In fact, there are, quite frequently,
fights and scraps between the two parties
but not on the same basis as this organ-
Isation works.
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Mr. Graham: You remember what your
party said about Chifley in 1949?

The SPEAKER: Order! This has noth-
ing to do with the subject before the
Chair.

Mr. Graham: It Is the same principle,
Mr. Speaker.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr. ROSS HUTfCHINSON: Here is an-
other case, and I quote-

In addition may I say that previous
declaration (of me) of 'potential
trouble source and suppressive person'
has now become 'enemy' with charges
of treason and listed punishments.

Perhaps the biggest point of all of
this is that the lead into it is through
an advertisement for a simple I.Q.
test and personality analysis, with big
claims of being able to improve both
through the various courses and pro-
cesses run by the organisation. This
ends in attempted intimidation when
the claims are not met and the indiv-
idual wishes to withdraw. Only then
does the true state of affairs present
itself and then it is 'come with us or
else'. Yours faithfully.

I have notes of a further case where a
Person received a letter declaring her an
"enemy" of scientology because she pub-
licly denounced scientology. She also re-
ceived a "Policy Letter of the Conditions
Formula and Punishments" which states
that she can be Injured, deprived of pro-
perty, tricked, sued or lied to. or destroyed.
These are words used In scientology pub-
lications.

Mr. Bertram: Is this in Western Aus-
tralia?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: This person
was a worker in the cult for over 10 years.
So much for some of the cases in regard
to which names will not be mentioned, but
there are quotations from letters which
may be given now, the originals of which
are in the Minister for Health's office. I
will now resume my speech on this mat-
ter and I think, whilst I am doing so, it
would be interesting to know who Huib-
bard is and something of his origins.

I will quote from Fads and Fallacies in
the Name of Science by Martin Gardner.

Mr. Graham: This would be an unbiased
account, of course!

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: It is a book
written by Martin Gardner, and I quoted
from it on a previous occasion.

Mr. Graham: The title indicates it Is
biased before you Quote a word from it.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: The title
does not indicate it is biased at all. The
writer is writing about fads and fallacies.
Whether or not the honourable member

believes in them, I do not know, but be is
trying to push one to that belief. I now
quote-

Hubbard was born in 1911. He did
attend George Washington University
Engineering School, but did not
graduate and has never been an
engineer. He calls himself a Ph.D.,
but his degree in philosophy was
granted by an obscure and unregis-
tered so-called University which has
been described in many writings as a
"degree mill."

Mr. Davies: An ex-conunissioner of rail-
ways had one of those degrees.

Mr. Graham: And he was appointed by
a Liberal Government, too.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: it appears
that it is possible for such places to exist
in the United States. For many years
Hubbard was a science fiction writer and
his writings have always retained this far-
out science fiction flavour. His first writ-
ings in the field of pseudo-philosophy were
styled "Dianoetics" and he subsequently
changed this to scientology, but the two
seem to be inextricably mixed, His orga-
nisation is currently known as the "Church
of Scientology," and perhaps it would be
well to deal with this matter of the
"Church of Scientology" at this time.

There would appear to be little doubt
that, originally, when he commenced to
call the scientology organisation a religion,
it was done for escape reasons. It was
done to escape taxation in some forms-

Mr. Jamieson: He would not have
originated that.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: -but, more
importantly, it was done to place the cult
under the traditional protection of
religious freedom. Many of his adherents
at that time have testified that in the early
stages the pronouncement was regarded
very much as a joke. It was found, how-
ever, that, for the idea to succeed, it had
to be dealt with seriously, so the organisa-
tion commenced calling certain of its
staff "the reverend" and dressing them
appropriately. Their so-called "services"
have changed slightly In character over
the years until they now do. to some ex-
tent, resemble a normal servce.

At this juncture let me Quote from page
20 of a declaration on Christian education
and religious freedom made by the Second
Vatican Council and Promulgated by Pope
Paul VT in 1965, as follows:-

However, in spreading religious
faith and in introducing religious
practices everyone ought at all times
to refrain from any manner of action
which might seem to carry a hint of
coercion or of a kind of persuasion
that would be dishonourable or un-
worthy, especially when dealing with
poor or uneducated people. Such a
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manner of action would have to be
considered an abuse of one's right and
a violation of the right of others.

At a later stage, I will touch upon other
matters pertaining to the organisatlon of
scientology, and I would like members to
bear in mind this statement by Pope Paul.

Perhaps at this point I might say that
Pope Paul, in his statement, referred to
the fact that this type of coercion or
kind of persuasion-if a special religious
order is born-is dishonourable and un-
worthy, especially when dealing with poor
or uneducated people.

Mr. Graham: It is all right among the
silvertails. is it?

Mr. Craig: What is a silvertail?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Not a bit!
Rich people, with, perhaps, more money
to spend, would be less affected than
the poor and uneducated people as far as
some aspects are concerned.

Mr. Graham: I was wondering about
that.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Does the
honourable member understand now?

Mr. Graham: I understand your colos-
sal conceit, yes.

Mr. ROSS HTCHINSON: I was try-
ing to describe another group of people
whose minds are not as well ordered as
tbat of the honourable member. I am
speaking of those who have a tendency
to nervous breakdowns and those who suf-
fer from mental illness of one kind or
another, and the type of person-if there
is such a type-about whom the member
for Belmont spoke a moment ago. These
are the people who cannot care for them-
selves as much as others can, and they
deserve Protection. Most members have
probably read something about scientology
over the years and know that it has been
under discussion.

Again, quoting from Fads and Fallacies
in the Name of Science by Martin Gard-
ner, 11 give a brief summing up of scien-
tology. as follows:-

Briefly, it is the view that all mental
aberrations (neuroses, Psychoses, and
psychosomatic ills) are caused by
"engrams". To make this clear, how-
ever, we must first make a journey
through the Jungle of Hubbard's
elaborate terminology.

The conscious mind is called by
Hubbard the "analytical mind". It
operates like a gigantic computing
machine. The working is flawless. it
may, however, direct the body in an
aberrated manner if it is fed false
data by the unconscious mind. The
unconscious mind is termed the 're-
active mind." Actually, it is always
conscious-even when a person is

Sleeping, or "unconscious" from some
other cause. The reactive mind is in-
capable of "thinking" or "remember-
Ing". It is a moron. But when the
analytical mind becomes unconscious
or semi-unconscious, in a manner
associated with bodily pain or painful
emotion, the reactive mind starts to
make "recordings".

I would like to interpolate here to say
that this is a mixture of quotations from
Hubbard's views and from the words of
Martin Gardner in order to bring the
matter down to sizeable proportions. To
continue-

These recordings are called "en-
grams". They are like Phonograph
records except that they record, in
addition to sounds, all the percep-
tions received by the reactive mind
while the analytical mind Is "turned
off". Hubbard illustrates this with
the following example: 'A woman is
knocked down by a blow. She is
rendered "unconscious". She is kicked
and told she is a faker, that she is no
good, that she is always changing
her mind. A chair is overturned in
the Process. A faucet Is running in
the kitchen. A car is passing in the
street outside. The engram con-
tains a running record of all these
perceptions: sight, sound, tactile,
taste, smell, organic sensation, kine-
tic sense, Joint position, thirst re-
cord, etc. The engram would consist
of the whole statement made to her
when she was "unconscious": the
voice tones and emotion in the voice.
the sound and feel of the original and
later blows, the tactile of the floor,
the feel and sound of the chair over-
turning, the organic sensation of the
blow, perhaps the taste of blood in her
mouth or any other taste present
there, the smell of the person attack-
ing her and the smells in the room.
the sound of the passing car's motor
and lyres, etc.

If. Mr. Speaker, this sounds difficult to
understand, let me assure you that, whilst
it has in some part been quoted from Mr.
Hubbard's book on dianoetics, It has at
least been made as clear as possible in its
rewriting by Mr. Gardner, and all it has
lost in the translation is some of its con-
fusion.

Claims and counterclaims of scientology
can go on and on. Scientologists state
that they can increase intelligence quoti-
ents by 25 points. That is some sort of
claim to make! The best of qualified ad-
visers assure us that this is quite impos-
sible. The scientologists claim to be able
to cure or relieve "170 per cent. of man's
illnesses" without even attempting to
enumerate those which can and cannot be
cured.
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We have beard in this Chamber on more
than one occasion that People should be
protected from certain salesmen who go
around representing at pressure the goods
they sell as being able to do so and so.
We also occasionally read criticisms made
by reputable organisations-and some-
times representations are made in various
Parliaments throughout the world-in re-
gard to advertisements being untrue and
statements which cannot be accounted as
being factual.

Mr. Bertram: Are you going to ban
these?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: We do ban
such actions. We do not permit people
to go around trying to instil the fear of
Punishment into those who will not carry
out the tenets of their Organisation, We
are very careful to try to prevent this sort
of thing being done.

Mr. Jamieson: That does not stop them.
Mr. ROBS HUTCHINSON: But we do

try to prevent them from taking such
action.

Mr. Jamieson: If that were so, you would
prevent them from going to the door.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: We do not
like the false representations these people
make, and that is what the members of the
Opposition cannot understand.

Mr. Graham: What do you think about
the representatives of church groups which
call at your front door and say that If
You do certain things you will have eternal
life?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHIINSON: Our Christian
philosophy is based on eternal life.

Mr. Bovell: That is quite right.
Mr. Graham: You apparently believe it.
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: This is one

of the fundamentals of the Christian faith
'-that there is a hereafter.

Mr. Graham: I think the Minister has
an opinion about himself.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: The Deputy
Leader of thc Oppositin asked me a ques-
tion and I answered it.

Mr. Jamieson: You are not dealing with
the hereafter.

Mr. Tonkin: What he wants to know 13:
Are you one of the millions who will never
die?

Mr, ROSS HUTCHINqSON- The Leader
of the Opposition and the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition want to know whether I
will be one of the millions who will not die.
The people who say these sorts of things do
not harm anybody; they do not try to harm
anybody by saying such things.

Mr. Graham: You have not had exten-
sive dealings with them. You have not
produced any evidence about harm done
by this organisation,

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: A great deal
of harm is being done by it.

Mr. Graham: Produce your evidence and
we will take you mare seriously.

Mr. ROSS HUTWCHILNSON: Certain mem-
bers in this Chamber know of the harm
that is being done in the realm of the
mind.

Mr. Bertram: Do they do any good?
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Possibly; but

we think that any good they might do is
outweighed by the harm they do.

Mr. Graham: How would you know?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: That Is what
we believe from the facts that have been
presented to us. The best of medical
opinion, and even plain common sense,
indicates that this is quackery of the worst
kind and completely false. They claim
that their teachings are valid and scientifi-
cally proven and yet among these teach-
ings Is the statement that a foetus can be
pushed full of holes with a knitting needle
and still survive, because it is encased in
an amniotic fluid and is, to quote Mr. Hub-
bard, "in a sac with properties similar to
a puncture proof tyre."

These somewhat sickening analyses In
the reams of material sent out by this
organisation must cause this Parliament
grave concern.

Mr. Jamieson. It will do no harm.

Mr. ROSE HUTCHINSON-. It claims to
be the greatest Organisation for mental
health in the world.

Mr. Jamieson., That may be so.
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: It has caused

a great deal of trouble and has broken
up families.

Mr. Jamieson: So have the Plymouth
Brethren.

Mr. Graham: And so have the Christian
churches.

Mr. ROSS HUTCINSON: I repeat, it
claims to be the greatest Organisation for
mental health in the world. The sciento-
logists state thLaL in some countries they
have"100 mental health workers to every
psychiatrist or psychologist. In an
analysis of this, of course, they would
claim that their auditors, so called, would
be equivalent to a completely qualified
psychiatrist or psychologist. They
virtually state that they can remain im-
mume from attack. They don't Imply-
they state unequivocally that anyone suf-
ficiently misguided to speak against
scientology must be a criminal and that
he must have some secret crimes of the
most sordid nature, punishable by exist-
ing laws. It appears that only the
scientologists are pure in heart and all who
oppose them are of' the basest nature.

I repeat what I said when I commenced
my remarks: The difficulty is to know what
to include and what to leave out. One
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becomes quite confused when dealing with
the writings of this Organisation. I do
believe that published reports and even
a cursory examination of the Anderson
report-or indeed the Kangaroo Court-
will convince most members of the desir-
ability of this Bill, particularly when we
have regard to the fact that it will not
prevent the individual from believing in
scientology, but from being part of an
Organisation which actively endeavours to
bring others into the field by spreading
the dangers which are inherent in the
Organisation.

Mr. Bertram: Will they be allowed writ-
ten materials?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: If they are
not used for teaching purposes.

Mr. Bickerton: There are people who
would take the Bible away from us if they
could.

Mr. Graham: That could be the Gov-
ernment's next move.

Mr. Bovell: If you read the Bible a bit
more you would know a bit more about
everlasting life.

Mr. Graham: The Minister would not
know how much I have read of it.

Mr. Bovell: Your ignorance displays
that you have not.

Mr. Graham: You would be an expert
on ignorance.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: It might be
argued that all the matters I have dealt
with are really none of our concern. I
would dispute this, but it could be a6 mat-
ter for argument. However, when such
an Organisation commences to interfere
with other people to the extent that this
Organisation does, then it is time some-
thing was done about it.

It is not easy to convey the feelings
engendered in the individual mind when
the Organisation takes certain action
against people who seek to leave it
or who happen to speak against the
Organisation.

Mr. Graham: You have not given any
evidence of this.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I would
point out that the fear complex the
organisation has tried to induce on these
occasions is the dangerous part of this
organisation. and because oftthls we have
decided to do something about it.

Mr. Graham: You have given us no
evidence.

Mr. Jamieson: What about trying to do
something about the Liberal Party?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: There is only
one other quotation I would like to make
and that deals with any person whom
scientologists consider to be antagonistic
towards them. There is an order which
they issue against such a person. I do
not know whether the Deputy Leader Of

the Opposition has seen one of these
orders. I have no doubt he will be inter-
ested. It is something I could show him.
It classifies them as suppressive persons,
state of enemy. It is issued by the ethics
division of the scientology Organisation
and reads as follows:-

Enemy-Suppressive Person Order.
Fair game. May be deprived of
property or injured by any means
by any scientologist without any
discipline of the scientologist.
May be tricked, sued or lied to or
destroyed.

This is not an implication; it has happen-
ed to citizens of Western Australia.

Mr. Court: It must be a wonderful
Organisation with ethics like that.

Mr. Graham: Have you any evidence
that any of these things have been done?

Mr. ROSS HUTrCHINSON: I have al-
ready told the Deputy Leader of the Oppos-
ition that in my fair electorate of Cottesloe
people have rung me up-one person in
particular who had a friend with her-
and provided me with this information.

Mr. Graham: So you are acting on the
strength of one person's evidence.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Only one
person has approached me.

Mr. Graham: You are the Minister in-
troducing the Bill.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I find It
difficult to understand how the fleputy
Leader of the Opposition can regard this
sort of tripe with any equanimity; how he
can talk about there being only one person.
This order is issued by the ethics division
of the scientology organisation. It tells
us what an enemy is and what might be
done to an enemy.

Mr. Graham: Has it been done to such
people?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: It was done
to the person to whom I have referred.

Mr. Graham: Are you sure?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I am as sure
as I am that the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is Interjecting. The person
concerned was most upset. She did not
have a disordered mind, nor was she men-
tally ill-

Mr. Graham: Dr. Hutchinson.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: -but she
was being driven that way.

Mr. Court: The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition must be one of the chief priests
from what he is saying.

Mr. Graham: I want to know whether
you have any right to apply a ban. This
Is something which is foreign to Aus-
tralia. I have heard no evidence Yet.

The SPEAKER: Order!
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Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: It is because
of things like this that we have introduced
this legislation in Western Australia-be-
cause we know these things are happening
here at the moment.

Mr. Jamieson: They were happening in
Australia before the white man came here.

Mr. ROSS HUITCHITNSON: It is not
right that this sort of practice should be
allowed to continue; particularly when a
person who is declared an enemy by this
organisation can be deprived of property
or injured by any means considered
appropriate by any scientologist. This Is
happening to the citizens of Western Aus-
tralia.

Mr. Graham: Have you heard the threats
of damnation from the Christian churches?

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr. ROSS UTCHINSON: This is a
statement that scientologists will lie about
people and threaten them and do all sorts
and manner of things to them without any
disciplinary action being taken against
them by their organisation. This is a clear
statement that they see it as their duty to
infringe the personal liberties of individ-
uals. By this statement alone, even with-
out all the corroborative evidence which
can be brought to bear, the cult of scien-
tology has placed itself beyond the pale.

Before concluding, I would like to quote
the minutes of a special meeting of the
Mental Health Committee of the State
Health Council of Western Australia at
which It was unanimously resolved-

Having studied the report (The
Anderson Report), the committee
views the procedures involved in
scientology, dianetics and the like with
considerable alarm. It considers that
scientology is a medical, moral and
social danger and a threat to family
and home life.

Mr. Jamieson: It should have examined
some of the principal witnesses before it
made that statement.

Mr. ROSS HUITCHINSON: To con-
tinue-

The committee thoroughly supports
the recommendations of the Commis-
sion (The Anderson Commission), and
in particular urges that legislation be
brought down to implement these
recommendations in the interests of
the public.

Mr. Graham: And that is something you
are not doing.

Mr. ROSS HUTOH1INSON: The State
Health Council is an organisation which
is set up under legislation on our Statute
book to deal with matters medical in the
State of Western Australia. It is a highly
reputable organisation and has various
committees, one of them being the Mental

Health Committee, and for the council to
speak in such terms indicates what they
think of the cult of scientology.

Mr. Bickerton: Did it recommend that
it be banned?

Mr. ROSS HUJTCHINSON: The council
recommended that legislation be brought
down to implement the recommendations
in the Anderson report in the interests of
the public.

Mr. Graham: Do you know what the
recommendations are?

Mr. ROSS EUTCHINSON: I have
already said that there was no direct ban
ordered or. rather, recommended in the
Anderson report.

Mr. Graham: But do you know what the
recommendations are?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Yes, I have
read them.

Mr. Graham; Well, what about telling
us?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: The honour-
able member can tell us.

Mr. Graham: I can, and I will.
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: That is good.
Mr. Craig: Don't tell me we have to

listen to two speeches!
Mr. Graham: You will listen to more

than two, unless you wish to take another
trip around the world.

Mr. Craig: I would not take another.
Mr. ROSS HUTCHIN SON: The Mental

Health Committee of the State Health
Council is concerned about the scientology
organisat ion to the extent that it views
with great alarm and concern the fact that
scientology is a medical, moral, and social
danger, and Is a threat to family and home
life. Under the circumstances this Govern-
ment feels that it can do nothing else but
place restrictions on the organisation and
prevent it from teaching its false doctrines
to other people. T have Plea~sure in com-
mending the Bill to the Rouse.

Adjournment of Debate

MR. GRAHAM (B8alcatta-Deputy Leader
of the Opposition) [5.34 p.m.l: I1 move-

That the debate be adjourned until
this day 12 months.

Motion put and a division taken with
the following result:-

?Ar. Batmnan
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Bickerton
Mr. Brady
Mr. Burke
Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. T. D. Evans
Mr. Pletcher
Mr. Graham
Mr. Harman

Ayes-BJ0
Mr. Jamleson
Mr. Jones
Mr. Ispham
Mr. May
Mr. Norton
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Tame;
Mr. Tonkin
Mr."Davies

(Teller J
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Noes24
Mr. Sovenl Mr.
Mr. Burt Mr.
Mr. cash Mr.
Mr. Court Mr.
Mr. C raig Mr.
Mr. Gayfer Mr.
Mr. Grayden Mr.
Dr. Henn Mr.
Mr. Hlutchinson Mr.
Mr. Eitney Mr.
Mr. Lewis Mr.
Mr. W. A. Manning Mr.

Motion thus negatived.

MoPharlin
Mensaros
Mitchell
Nalder
O'Connor
O'Neil
Ridge
Rusbton
Stewart
Wilias
Young
1. W. ManningW

(Teler

Debate adjourned for one week, on mo-
tion by Mr. Davies.

ART GALLERY ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Returned

Bill returned from the Council without
amendment.

MON ORE (HIAMERSLEY RANGE)
AGREEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
MR. COURT (Nedlands--Minister for

Industrial Development) [5.41 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

The Bills to amend both the Iron Ore
(Hamersley Range) Agreement Act and
the Iron Ore (Hanwright) Agreement Act
are complementary to each other and pro-
Pose ratification of agreements that have
great significance in furthering the pro-
cessing of iron ore within Western Aus-
tralia.

At the outset, Sir, I would crave your
indulgence because it is almost impossible
to explain one Bill without intruding upon
the other, although they are two separate
Bills with separate agreements. As I
Proceed, members will appreciate that it
is rather important to follow through the
sequence of the two measures.

Hamersley Iron Pty. Limited, which
commenced to export iron ore in August,
1966, after completing the construction of
major port and mine facilities, a 180-mile
railway with attendant townsltes in a
Period of some 18 months, and then pro-
ceeding to secondary processing-pellets
-almost 11 years ahead of its obligation
under its existing agreement with the
State, is again the main force behind these
new agreements.

T he Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agree-
ment Act Amendment Bill is of Particular
significance for a number of very cogent
reasons, which are as follows:-

1. A firm commitment to produce
metal in our north by the end of
1972. This Is a major break-
through in our objective to
develop a major partnership as
a supplier of natural and processed

materials to the steel industries of
the world which have not got
Indigenous raw materials.

2. The possibility of a better and
more balanced use of the high-
grade ore deposits, such as at Tom
Price.

3. It gives us an assured long life to
Tomn Price town through the
development of Paraburdoo.

4. A major water pipeline from
Millstream to Dampier, with
obvious advantages when we have
to supply large volumes of water
to the Cape Lambert-Roebourne
area.

5. It will greatly expand the har-
bour development at Dampier, and
will be instrumental In giving the
area a new town of Karratha,
which will be about eight miles
from the existing town of Dampier.

6. It will be responsible for creating
a new town at Paraburdoo to add
further to the developments that
have taken place in towns like
Tom Price, Newman, Goldsworthy,
Dampier, and Karratha.

The new town at Paraburdoo, incidentally,
will1 be approximately two-thirds of the
size of Tom Price and of the same stan-
dard. To continue-

7. An assurance that large-scale
expert geological, engineering,
economic, and market studies of
the remaining Hanwright areas
will be undertaken with the back-
ing of a major company like
Hamersley Iron. This is the best
way to determine with certainty
the future of the old Wittenoomn
town and other related areas.

8. A continuation of the work load
to our engineering and other im-
portant industries.

This, of course, extends far beyond the
Pilbara. area itself. The construction
work, and the production work that will
follow, has been largely responsible for the
very heavy load and development that has
taken place in our engineering industry in
the metropolitan area. This development
has also been responsible for large
quantities of supplies being called for
from a number of Industries, lncluding
the supply of sleepers from our hardwood
industry in the south.

The extent of the ultimate investment
involved is hard to assess, but the Para-
burdoo project alone, as an extension of
the Haniersley iron project, will involve
expenditure in excess of $300,000,000 when
the infrastructure and processing plants
are complete.

The flanwright areas to be developed
under the Mount Bruce Mining Pty.
Limited Part of the total Project will, if
Hlamersicy Iron exercises its option. involve
a similar sum. In the Mount Bruce Phase
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of the project the Australian component
will increase considerably, and could get as
high as 50 per cent. in the Mount Bruce
venture. Mount Bruce Mining Pty. Limited
will initially be 75 per cent. Hamneraley
and 25 per cent. Hanwrlght Iron Mines.

The final line-up of the capital structure
of the -Mount Bruce part of the project
has yet to be resolved, but there will be a
substantial Australian component in excess
of the proportion that will be held by Han-
cock and Wright.

At this point it is desirable to point out
that the figures of capital commitment
in the agreement are minimum sums, and
that in reading the agreement and reading
my comments members will need to bear
that in mind because I have endeavoured
to convey to the House something of the
practical aspects of the development as
distinct from the minimum legal figures
that have been expressed in the agreement.

From our point of view, the more im-
portant figures are the commitment figures
given in respect of capacity, rather than
the finance that is involved. This dictates
the final investment.

Referring specifically to the Iron Ore
(Hamersley Range) Agreement Act
Amendment Bill, it proposes that a tem-
porary reserve previously held by Han-
wright Iron Mines be transferred to
Hamersley Iron Pty. Limited. By the 31st
December, 1968, Hamersley Iron is required
to submit detailed proposals to the State
and when these proposals are approved,
the State will grant a mineral lease to
Hamersley of an area not exceeding 50
square miles. I should add that the com-
pany is well advanced with its engineering
to the point that it has been able to
discuss the proposals and reach general
agreement with our own engineers on the
shape and form of the engineering to be
undertaken.

The proposals submittted by the com-
pany must cover mining activities, any
further harbour and port development, the
railway between the mining area and Lhe
company's existing railway from Tom Price
to Dampier, a townsite on the mining area,
including a school, hospital, and other
amenities, and development services and
facilities in relation thereto. In addition.
these proposals must cover housing, water
supply, roads, and any other works or ser-
vices and facilities necessary to meet the
company's commitments.

The company is required to commence,
by the end of 1972, construction work on
the facilities I have outlined. These are
the infrastructure and associated develop-
ments as distinct from metallised agglom-
erates, to which I will refer later on.
Assuming the mineral lease is granted by
the end of 1908, then they must complete
construction by the end of 1975. Here
again I am referring to the Infrastructure
development, railway, port, and so on. as

distinct from the processing plant for
metallised agglomerates, which has a sep-
arate commitment.

The date by which the company must
complete its construction Programme varies
according to the quantity of product it has
to Supply under long-term contracts; that
is, contracts which have a currency of not
less than three Years from the relevant
dates thereof.

In explanation, if, by the end of 1971.
the maximum number of tons of iron ore,
iron ore concentrates, and metallised
agglomerates which the company is, or
could become, obligated to deliver during
1972 under all long-term contracts existing
at the end of 1971 exceeds by 7.500,000 tons
the maximum number of tons of iron ore
or iron ore concentrates which the com-
pany now is or could become obligated to
deliver during 1972 under presently exist-
ing long-term contracts, then the com-
pany's construction Programme must be
completed one Year earlier; that is, by the
end of 1974. In other words, we have a
review period at the end of 1971: and, if
the company's iron ore contracts and iron
ore concentrates contracts have increased
by this figure, the company has to accele-
rate the completion of the facilities at
Paraburdoo and the other facilities related
thereto. In other words, it has to complete
them by the end of 1974 instead of 1915.

On the other hand if, by the end of
1972, these long-term contracts to be met
In 1973 do not exceed the 7,500,000 tons,
it is then the time factor for completing
the Paraburdoo and other associated
facilities will be extended one Year to 1970.
The main year is. of course. 1971. My
own view is that the company will be in
possession of the required contracts by
that date and therefore will have to
accelerate construction.

The agreement also provides for a more
advanced form of processing to be under-
taken in this State at a very much earlier
date-in fact, 17 Years earlier-than under
the existing Hanwright Principal agree-
ment, as the company is required to sub-
mit proposals in 1970 for the establish'z
ment of a plant to Produce metallised
agglomerates-a product having an iron
content of not less than 85 per cent.-
according to the following timetable:-

Proposals in 1970 for 1,000,000 tons
pa. plant by 1912.

Proposals in 1975 for 2,000,000 tons
pa. plant by 1977.

Proposals in 1978 for 3,000,000 tons
Pa. Plant by 1980.

Again, progression to 3,000,000 tons of
metallised agglomerates by Hamersley is
16 years ahead of the programme for
metallised agglomerates in the original
Hanwright agreement. Members will re-
call that agreement provided for metal-
Uised agglomerates. Originally the
Harnersley iron ore agreement did not.
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The construction of a plant for produc-
ing metallised agglomerates or expanding
this plant is conditional on the feasibility
of such a project. If the company con-
siders this metallising operation is not
feasible for technical, economic-and this
would include the necessary nifarkets-
and/or other reasons, it may submit these
reasons, together with supporting data
and other information.

If the Government does not agree with
the company's non-feasibility submissions,
then the company may request that the
Government appoint a tribunal to adjudi-
cate. If the company does not request
this, of course, the metal agglomerate
commitments will stand.

The tribunal is rather unusual and I
want to explain why it is in this rather
unusual form. It will consist of a judge
of the Supreme Court-or a commissioner
appointed under the Supreme Court Act
-and two other persons who shall have
appropriate technical or economic quali-
fications.

It was felt that in a matter of such
magnitude so far as the State and the
company were concerned it could not be
reasonably dealt with by the ordinary
system of arbitration, which would be
leaving far too much to one particular
person. It was also felt the State had
some rights to have a tribunal which it
would appoint and one which would have
specialised experience. Therefore, instead
of having normal resort to arbitration , it
was resolved that a tribunal would be set
up under a judge, or the equivalent of a
judge, and there would be two persons
with proper technical and economic quali-
fications as members.

I want to emphasise that those members
would be appointed by the Government.
We felt this was as much protection as
any Government could expect. It is a major
decision that will have to be made; and,
the significance is that if for some reason
neither the company nor the State can see
that metallised agglomerates will not find
acceptance in any market, we want to find
a substitute to give the State an equiva-
lent economic benefit. What this would
be, would be something for the tribunal
to decide.

Both parties, of course, would submit
representations. There is provision for
the company and the Government to try
to reach agreement. It could be that in-
stead of the company going into metal-
lised agglomerates-because of the non-
acceptance by a market-the Govern-
ment might elect that it should produce so
much steel. That might be satisfactory
to the Government. but so might some
other form of product development at that
time be acceptable to the Government.
The important point is that it has to have
the same technical and economic worth
to the State and the nation as the metal-
lised agglomerates.

Mr. Bickerton: What would be the Posi-
tion if the company did not agree that
the other two members of the tribunal had
the necessary technical knowledge?

Mr. COURT: The appointments, as the
honourable member 'will see, are in the
hands of the Government and it has to
be assumed the Government of the day
would appoint people with technical and
economic qualifications of a sufficient
standing to enable them to sit witb a
judge and make a determination. One
has to realise the investment in this par-
ticular part of the agreement. So far as
the company is concerned there is a fur-
ther $200,000,000 in processing, and it is
entitled to state its case to people with
proper qualifications to give a judgment,
just as the Government is entitled to state
its case.

However, the important thing is that
tribunal machinery is set up which we
consider to be as good as can be devised
under the circumstances to allow for the
unlikely situation that, for reasons un-
predictable now, inetallised agglomerates
will not be acceptable on the market and
some other material will have to be Pro-
duced.

Mr. Jones: Will the tribunal be defined
or covered by this agreement?

Mr. COURT: It will be defined by this
agreement. The tribunal will decide what
the company has to do. It will decide,
after considering evidence, what it deems
to be advisable and economically practic-
able; and, when it states what substitute
has to be produced by the company, it
will also have in mind that the main test
is that it has to be something of an
equivalent economic value to the nation.
If the company is in default, it will lose
its investment under this particular agree-
ment.

As is normal, the agreement provides for
default in the due performance or obser-
vance of any of the company's covenants
or obligations to the State. Certain speci-
fic conditions do, however, apply should
the company default in its metallised
agglomerates or substituted obligation
commitment.

Perhaps I misunderstood the honour-
able member's question and I should make
the Point that it is provided that the
substituted material that has to be pro-
duced must be of equivalent economic
worth to the nation and has to be in the
metallurgical field. The company is not
going to be told to grow tomatoes: the
substitute has to be in the metallurgical
field. So it is sensibly related to the in-
dustry in which the company is engaged.

Mr. Jones: The point is, will the chair-
man of the tribunal have one point of
view, and the two other members another
point of view, as to what is best for the
nation under these conditions?
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Mr. COURT: I would say, without doubt,
that, as with any other tribunal, it will
be a majority decision.

Mr. Jones: It is a waste of time, if we
take our minds back to the Coal Industry
Tribunal.

Mr. COURT: If the honourable member
could suggest a better way, I would be
interested; but I cannot imagine a more
detached tribunal. The judge will have
training in hearing evidence, and sitting
under him will be two technical officers.
one appointed, no doubt, because of his
metallurgical knowledge, and the other
because of his financial and economic
knowledge. We would not be prepared
to leave it with a single arbitrator, as
could be the case under the Arbitration
Act.

The Particular case to which I was re-
ferring was in regard to the company being
in default in providing a metallised ag-
glomerates plant with a capacity of not
less than 1,000.000 tons. In such a case,
the company may continue to export Iron
ore won from the Paraburdoc mineral
lease to the extent of 50,000,000 tons, or
for a period of 10 years. whichever first
takes place.

Secondly, should the company default
in respect of Its commitment to provide
a metallised agglomerates plant with a
Productive capacity of not less than
2,000,000 tons, then it may continue to
export iron ore won from the Paraburdoo
mineral lease to the extent of 37,500,000
tons or a period of 7+ years, whichever
first takes place.

Again, if the company defaults in re-
spect of its commitment to provide a
plant for the production of metallised
agglomerates with a capacity of not less
than 3,000,000 tons per annum, then it
may continue to export iron ore won from
the Paraburdoo mineral lease to the
extent of 25,000,000 tons or a period of
five years. whichever first takes place.

The significance of this is that unless
we -were Prepared to identify the
Paraburdoo deposits for this particular
exercise it would have been impossible
to raise the finance. In order to obtain
finance for this particular project, it was
necessary to prepare machinery whereby
if the company was to be deprived of the
leases through failure to undertake the
metallised agglomerates commitment then,
before the lease was cut off, there would
be a reasonable chance for some of the
very heavy capital commitment in rail-
ways and town to be recovered. Without
this it could have been impossible to
finance the venture.

In each case these periods that I have
mentioned may be extended as may be
necessary to enable the company to fulfil
any contract or contracts for the sale
of iron ore from the Paraburdoo mineral

lease, provided that these contracts have
been entered into with the consent of the
Government.

It is important to point out that these
Permitted tonnages that I have stated
relate only to a situation when the Para-
burdoo railway, mine, and town infra-
structure have been completed, and default
is confined to inetallised agglomerates.
Without this approved tonnage, finance
for the Paraburdoo railway, mine, and
infrastructure would be impossible.

Another important default provision is
that should the company default under
this new agreement, the State is not
entitled to determine the principal agree-
ment-that is, the principal flameraley
agreement. In other words, default under
this new Paraburdoo agreement does not
allow the State to determine the principal
Haniersley agreement. This provision is
necessary in order that the company may
obtain finance for its new project without
impairing the security held by institu-
tions which have made loans available to
the company in respect of Its projects
under the previous agreement with the
State.

I think members will appreciate that
we are entering into a very large new
agreement and the commitments will be
in excess of the original one. If we were
not prepared to endeavour to identify the
two deposits at this stage, it would have
been impossible to cover the securities. It
would have been a breach of faith in re-
spect of some of the securities given for
very large amounts in respect of the
original project.

Mr. Bickerton: That is what I cannot
understand. Why is this an amendment
to the original agreement rather than a
separate agreement?

Mr. COURT: There Is good reason for
that as the honourable member will see.
For a very good reason we want the two
projects-the Paraburdoc and the Tom
Price projects-to be merged into one. The
honourable member has had some experi-
ence with mining and he will know it Is
often wise to blend ores. The ores at
Paraburdoo and Tom Price are niot
entirely different but they do have substan-
tially different characteristics, both as to
phosphorous content and the physical
nature of the ore, such as friability, and so
on.

It is In the interests of Tom Price. as
well as the project generally, that this
other deposit be opened up fairly quickly,
otherwise we will have a situation where
there is an over-concentration of one type
of ore-which Is a very good ore-and we
will be denying ourselves the benefits of a
longer life for the project by not feeding
in the other deposit. From the State's
point of view, and also from the company's,
the two areas of Paraburdoo and Tom
Price snould be regarded as a total project
and not two separate Projects. If the
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honourable member studies the measure I
think he will see that there are great bene-
fits involved, Particularly as all these
ores will come together at Dampier.

I now wish to make same comments re-
garding the associated measure which, at
this point, merges into the Harnersley HKil
In the other Bill there is a reference to the
Mount Bruce Mining Pty. Limited, and this
company may give notice by the 31st
December, 1970, that it intends to take over
and comply with the remaining obligations
of the Principal Hanwright agreement.

The amendments to the Hamersley and
Hanwrlght agreements widen the scope for
securing a steel industry through Hamers-
Icy Iron as during the Paraburdoo develop-
ment Hamersley's steel commitment under
its original agreement remains unaltered.
If Hamersley decides to exercise its option
over the balance of the Hanwright project.
through Mount Bruce Mining Pty. Limited,
its steel commitment under the original
agreement is suspended-and only sus-
pended-until it is determined whether
Mount Bruce will meet this commitment.
There are reasons for this-it is because
of the overall processing programme.

One further important condition in the
agreement is in respect of the supply of
power to the company-and I refer to
power within a radius of 30 miles from the
post office at Dampier. It is necessary,
from a State point of view, to specify the
radius from Dampier because we do not
want to be transmitting power over un-
realistic distances.

If the State gives notice to Hamerslcy
before the 1st January, 1977, that it can
supply all power requirements at .5c per
kwh, then the steel commitment under the
original agreement must be met six years
earlier. Although the agreement refers to
the State supplying the power, if someone
else can Provide the power under an
arrangement with the State, then that is
In order: but so far as the agreement Is
concerned it must refer to the State
supplying the power.

However, if the State grants a mineral
lease to Mount Bruce, the advanced tine-
table applies, provided the State can
supply the power at a rate of .Ac per
kwh. I should explain the reason for the
difference between .5c and .6c. Naturally
it is more difficult to achieve a rate of .5c
than it is a rate of .6c. However, the re-
verse applies, and at that particular stage.
when we would be serving notice on Ham-
ersley, its commitments would be very
much greater, proportionately, because at
that stage the company would only be
working on the Paraburdoo-Tom Price de-
posits; whereas if we reached the stage
where we had given the lease to Mount
Bruce, then the deposits would be infinitely
bigger because of the Mount Bruce deposit
being part of the total complex.

Referring specifically to the Iron Ore-
Hanwright Agreement Act, the Bill pro-
vides in the first Place for the mining

areas at Present held by Hanwright Iron
Mines to be reduced by an area known as
Paraburdoo-approximately 50 square
miles-and, as explained in connection
with the Iron Ore (Hamersley Range)
Agreement Act Amendment Hill, for this
area to be taken over by Hamersley Iron.
In other words, the Paraburdoo, area Is
excised from the Hanwright agreement
and added onto Hamersley.

The agreement attached to the Han-
wright Hill provides for Mount Bruce Min-
ing Pty. Limited, a combination of Ham-
ersly Iron, Hancock Prospecting fly.
Ltd., and Wright Prospecting Pty. Ltd.-
the latter two companies carrying on
business under the firm name of Han-
wright. Iron Mines-to give the State and
Hanwright Iron Mines notice at any time
before the 31st December, 1070, to the
effect that it desires to take the place of
Hanwright Iron Mines under the principal
Hanwright agreement. In other words,
Mount Bruce exercises an option and It has
until the 31st December, 1970 to do this.
In the meantime the company is com-
mitted to undertake advanced and large-
scale exploration in geology, engineering,
and general feasibility.

If Mount Bruce does not give notice-
and this is very important from Parlia-
ment's Point of view-Hanwright Iron
Mines must meet its commitments in ac-
cordance with the schedule Provided in its
original agreement, and also from a
mineral lease granted from its original
temporary reserve. When this notice is
given, Mount Bruce automatically agrees
with the State to undertake all of the
obligations contained in the Hanwright
agreement: only, of course, it will under-
take them more quickly. If Mount Bruce
gives this notice, then by amendments to
the Hanwright principal agreement it will.
subject to Hamersley Iron Pty. Limited
agreeing, be empowered to use Hamersley's
port at Dampier, the channel, wharf, berth,
swinging basin, Port installations, air
strip. townslte, roads, facilities, and services
established or to be established by
Hameraley at Dampier.

It may, again subject to Hamersicy
Iron's Agreement-

Use the railway or part of it from
Tom Price to Dlampier and any loco-
motives, freight cars, and other rail-
way stock or equipment now or, to be,
Provided by flamersley in the future.

Use any increase in the capacity of
Hamersicy's existing pelletising plant
beyond 2,000,000 tons Per annum.

However, this availability of Hamersley's
facilities does not reduce Mount Bruce's
commitments. I would not like members
to think that there could Just willy-nilly
be a use of Hamersley's facilities.

The agreement is also amended to the
extent that any proposals already sub-
mitted by Hanwright Iron Mines, whether
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or not they have been approved or deter-
mined, are withdrawn. Incidentally, the
only proposal that has been submitted by
Hanwright has been in respect of port
location, and this has not been approved.

Under the present principal Hanwrlght
agreement, the company is committed to
provide a pellet plant with a capacity of
3,000,000 tons per annum by 1979. An
amendment under the agreement now
before the House provides for Mount Bruce
to produce only 500,000 tons of pellets per
annumn, on condition that It constructs a
plant for the production of metallised
agglomerates, having an annual capacity
of not less than 1,000,000 tons by 1980.

I emphasise that this nietallised agglo-
merates plant in lieu of 2,500,000 tons of
oxide pellets is additional to, and distinct
from, other metallised agglomerates com-
mitments under either the Hamersley
Paraburdoo or Mount Bruce agreements.
Expressed another way, the 3,000,000 tons
of oxide pellets commitment can be satis-
fied by 500.000 tons of oxide pellets and
1,000,000 tons of metallised agglomerates.
This, of course, would represent a -sub-
stantial economic gain to the State and
we hope that the company will concen-
trate on metallised agglomerates rather
than on oxide pellets.

Before the end of 1978-and this again
is assuming that the company will not give
notice until late December, 1910, and that
its Proposals will be settled during 1971-
it must advise the State whether It
proposes to establish a plant for the pro-
duction of metallised agglomerates with
an ultimate capacity of 3.000,000 tons per
annum, or whether it will, before the end
of 1989, submit detailed proposals for the
establishment of a plant for the produc-
tion of 1,000,000 tons of steel per annum.

In 1978, when the company gives notice
whether it wants to proceed with the cons-
truction of either a metallised agglomerates
plant or a plant for the production of
steel, the State may give notice to the
company that it is required to produce
steel in accordance with the timetable and
conditions in the agreement. In other
words, the choice Is virtually with the
State, If the State Prefers metallised
agglomerates, there is a continuing obliga-
tion on the Part of the company to submit
proposals for increased plant capacity. The
submission for the first increase is to be
made in 1980 and is to provide for an
increase to 2,000.000 tons of metallised
agglomerates annually by the end of 1982.
Again, in 1982 the company must submit
proposals for further expansion so that
the plant has a capacity to produce not
less than 3,000,000 tons of metallised agglo-
merates annually by the end of 1984.

it is the second lot of metallised agglom-
erates provided for in the overall complex
and which give a total of 6,000,000, and
possibly 7,000,000 tons of mineralised
agglomerates, according to whether the
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company decided that instead of produc-
ing 3,000.000 tons of oxide pellets it pro-
duced 500,000 tons of oxide pellets and
1,000,000 tons of metaflised agglomerates.
We hope the company produces the 500,000
tons of oxide Pellets and 1,000,000 tons
of metallised agglomerates instead of the
3,000,000 tons of oxide Pellets.

There is a provision in the agreement
similar to that in the Hamersley agreement
that if the company at any tine considers
the construction of plant for the produc-
tion of metallised agglomerates and/or as
the case may be the expansion, or further
expansion, of the productive capacity of
such plant is not feasible then it must give
the State reasons why it considers the
metallising operation Is not feasible. In
that case it has to go through the same
procedure as I outlined for Hameraley and
the same tribunal could be constituted to
make the final decision as to what would
be the substitute product of the same
economic work.

Mr. Bickerton: Is the reference to the
tribunal the same as the provision in the
original agreement in regard to arbitra-
tion?

Mr. COURT: it is quite different from
anything in the original agreement, be-
cause we are dealing specifically with the
metallised agglomerates substance.

Mr. Bickerton: The original agreement
had provision for arbitration.

Mr. COURT: That is so.
Mr. Bickerton: Will that provision still

remain in the original agreement or will
the matter be decided by this tribunal?

Mr. COURT: The provisions iemainl
exactly as they were in the original agree-
ment except for this particular matter.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.
Leave to Continue Speech

Mr. COURT: In order that the Premier
may make a statement on an urgent public
matter, I move-

That under Standing Order 152, 1
be granted leave to continue my re-
marks at a later stage of the sitting.

Motion put and passed.
Debate thus adjourned.

(Continued on page 1715.)

MECKERING DISASTER
Statement by the Premier

MR. BRAND (Oreenough - Premnier)
[7.31 p.m.]:. Have I your permission, Mr.
Speaker, to make the statement referred
toy

The SPEAKER; The Premier seeks leave
of the House to make a statement on a
matter of urgent public business. There
being no dissentient voice, leave Is granted.

Mr. BRAND: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I
would also like to thank the Leader of the
Opposition in this matter. It is not our
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practice to make statements, but from time
to time this has been done and in view of
the disaster in the area I visited today, I
felt the House would be interested in a
report of the position as I know it. Having
visited the area, I have decided to declare
Meckering a disaster area. Without any
doubt at all, it is a disaster area. Having
made this declaration I feel the Lord
Mayor is justified in deciding to reopen his
appeal, which we know as the Lord Mayor's
Distress Fund Appeal.

In the meantime, and as some members
would have heard over the air, the Premier
of New South Wales has telegraphed to
say that he would transmit $25,000 to the
appeal. This was done before any official
notice had been given. I have received
telegrams from Queensland and also from
some rather large transport firms. A
further telegram has been received from
industry offering what help it can give
by way of technical advice, and labour.
Some firms have offered transport assist-
ance by plane or helicopter. I am
pleased to say that none of the latter
help is necessary in the circumstances,
because this aspect of the problem is well
under control by the civil defence emer-
gency services and other services provided
by the department and by private people.

In order to give a lead in respect of the
appeal, the Government has decided to
donate $50,000 to the appeal. It is hoped
this will give a lead and set an example
at the appropriate level for industry and
private people who feel they can make any
worth-while contribution in total' and,
perhaps, this will allow us to take such
action to provide immediate relief in
Meckering as may be necessary.

The more direct relief required relates
to housing. We are prepared to get in
touch immediately with the Prime Minister
in regard to this matter. When I say we
are Preparing a case, I might point out
this is very important, because the Com-
monwealth has never been very willing
to come to the party if it has thought
the State Government concerned can
handle the problem, particularly in rela-
tion to housing. However, bearing in
mind the example set in Tasmania, I
hope that when we make this approach
to the Commonwealth it will see fit to help
us out in what is a very difficult building
Programme.

I might say I was appalled when I saw
the state of things in Meckering this
morning. Those houses that were built
of stone or brick were, to all intents and
purposes, demolished. Some of them were
very large homes built by farmers who had
retired; other houses were built by the
shire council more recently-some were
only completed within the last few weeks.
They are unsafe, and, unless demolished
to the foundations, the sites will be of no
value.

Other buildings that were demolished
included churches: a two-storey building
used by the bank, which most members.
will know; and all the buildings in the
front street including the hotel and the
co-operative. The school building which
was built of asbe~tos was not in such a
bad way, but it would be impossible to
use it, and we are hoping to arrange for
a building to be transported; though no
decision was made as to how this matter
would be tackled before I left.

The Government has set up the usual
committee under the chairmanship of Mr.
Gabbedy who has had a wide experience
in dealing with the floods at Collie and
the fires at Dwellingup. I would like to
pay a tribute to him and his committee
for the manner in which they have
handled these problems. Mr. Gabbedy will
visit York tomorrow to ascertain the
difficulties there. He will also visit the
surrounding towns.

A feature of the problem is the number
of substantial farmhouses that were de-
molished. Really speaking, there was
nothing left standing. Strange as it
may seem, the people there are, in the
main, homeless, because they cannot enter
the buildings. Some of them have arranged
to stay in garages which are separate
buildings. The question of Power and
water is one that must be considered,
and we are hastening to put this right.
Representatives of the State Electricity
Commission are in the area and they hope
to restore power.

Mr. Graham: This would suggest that
there is considerable merit in timber-
framed buildings as against those con-
structed of brick or stone?

Mr. BRAND: I am not sure whether
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is
getting over a message, but the people to
whom I spoke in Meckering decided they
would commence building again; they have
no doubt as to the future of Meckering,
but I feel they would be inclined to build
in timber.

Mr. Gayfer: What about the tiled
roofs?)

Mr. BRAND: It is these roofs that have
been damaged. If this is an earthquake-
prone area it seems Practical that we
should consider erecting buildings which
are not subject to the very severe vibrations
produced by an earthquake.

The feature of the land folding up for
a distance of 17 or 18 miles was really
awesome, and it gives us an idea as to what
could happen if such movements took
place in any of our other country towns.
This area was some distance from
Meckering, but it made rue feel we should
have an emergency service always ready
in case of a similar disaster in the small
towns.

The morale of the people is very high,
Mainly because the women of the district
have gathered round to provide meals.
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They have done their usual good Job. The
work done by the women of the local
organisations-the fled Cross, and the
C.W.A.-made me come away feeling that
all that could be done was being done.

The big problem facing us, however, is
the rebuilding of Meckering, and I feel we
should face up to our responsibilities as
quickly as possible. We should ascertain
the question of insurance payments and
so on, and finally we should discuss the
problem as to whether Meckering is
properly sited, or whether it should be
shifted some short distance away.

It occurred to me that local people could
take advantage of the situation and shift
Meckering out of the valley where they
have drainage problems. This is a matter
for them to decide; but I can assure them
of the utmost cooperation from the State
in resolving the problem they face at the
moment.

As I have said, it is a very real disaster.
Buildings have been flattened to the
ground, and they leave no doubt as to the
dreadful experience the people have suf-
fered as a result of the quake itself. What
has taken place in the city and elsewhere
was of minor significance when compared
with the movement in the centre of
Meckering.

IRON ORE (HAMERSLEY RANGE)
AGREEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from an earlier stage

of the sitting.

MR. COURT (Nedlands--Minister for
Industrial Development) [7.43 pm.: Be-
fore the tea suspension I was explaining
to the House that in the second Part of
this Project there is the same machinery
for a tribunal of a special nature to be
established if experience between now and
the appropriate time indicates that the
production and sale of metallised agglom-
erates is not economically practicable.
this tribunal to consist of a Supreme Court
.judge or the equivalent, and two other
people who snail have specialised experi-
ence.

I had previously mentioned the question
of power. If by 1977 the State Govern-
ment is in a position to arrange for, or
make available, power at .6c per kwh-or
in the Parlance of the electrical people,
6 mills per kwh-then the steel commit-
ment will be brought forward six years.

I do not want to labour this matter too
long, and I do appreciate Your indulgence,
Sir, in allowing me to explain the two
matters together, because of the way they
merge, the one into the other, but it is
important that I endeavour to summarise
the situation that arises out of this.

Under the Hamersley part of the project
whereby Paraburdoo is incorporated into
the Hamersley deal, we get out of that a

very tight programme, starting in 1972,
3,000,000 tons of metallised agglomerates.
The company at this stage retains its steel
commitment as in the original agreement.
If the option is exercised by December 1970
to go on with the Mt. Bruce agreement,
then the steel commitment is suspended
and is transferred to Mt. Bruce with the
proviso that in default it will be met by
Hamersley.

In the meantime, this is the part of
the project, once the option is exercised,
that will be committed to 3,000,000 tons of
metallised agglomerates, in addition to the
3,000,000 tons to be produced from the
Paraburdoo agreement; and it is Possible
that a fourth 1,000.000 tons could be added
-this fourth 1,000,000 tons being a substi-
tute for the 2,500,000 tons of oxide pellets.

I do not think I need labour this any
more. It is rather an involved type of
agreement. We have to read the two
agreements in with the two original agree-
ments, both the Hamersley and the Han-
wright agreements. If, in the course of
trying to do this, members find they would
like some amplification prior to the re-
sumption of the second reading debate in
a week's time, I will be only too pleased to
co-operate; because, in the course of
negotiations over a period of many months.
I have visited four capital cities and three
countries and have seen something of the
complexity involved in the drafting and
can appreciate why an explanation might
be required. My remarks have, of neces-
sity, been of a general nature and I[ have
endeavoured to explain the objective of
the agreement which could not be done
in legal terms.

I wish to make some comments regard-
ing the background information so that
members will have an appreciation of the
importance of the agreement. First of all
I have had negotiations and discussions
with the steel industries of other countries
throughout the world without indigenous
materials to see if Western Australia can
be a supplier of raw materials in a pro-
cessed form in ever-increasing quantities.

The concept of steel being produced
through electrical furnaces is one that is
much more real and much more popular
than it was a few years ago. From our
point of view this is a very good thing
because it enables us to develop markets
for metallised agglomerates and similar
substances which will lend themselves
readily to the production of steel by the
electrical method. The electrical furnace
method would not have been as attractive
had it not been for the change of thinking
that is going on in Europe, Japan, and
Britain. Regarding the source of power,
those countries are accepting the concept
that if they can go to steel by the elec-
trical furnace method based mainly on
nuclear energy produced on a large scale,
they will not have to import into their
countries large quantities of raw materials
in the form of ore or coking coal.
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In effect, we are hastening the day, if
our concept is eventually achieved, when
we will form a close partnership with those
countries of the world that have big steel
industries, but no indigenous raw materials.
We want to get our share of the processing
and they want to get their share.

I want to refer to coal for production
of metallised agglomerates. Every time
we try to make progress and find ways to
make it possible to use Collie coal certain
People in Collie and the Press rise up in
criticism and cast doubts on our efforts
and those of Hamersley Iron. I want to
assure the member for Collie that if the
people will be patient they should one day
be able to give us credit for our efforts.
I hope they will be pleased with our
efforts in this exercise, because the econo-
mical difference between landing Queens-
land coal and Collie coal at Dampier is
considerable. The chairman of the com-
pany (Sir Maurice Mawby), the managing
director, and others are anxious for us to
try to find ways and means of bringing
this gap to manageable proportions.

I would like people who are critical to
realise that the company, in association
with the State Government, is genuinely
trying to find ways and means of providing
for at least a proportion of coal from
Collie for Dampier's colossal programme.
We have yet to decide the optimum level
of what coal should be taken from Collie
without giving it a gay life but a short
one. However, we have not abandoned
the prospect of Collie coal being used in
this exercise. I must admit this is a tough
problem, but it is our job to find ways and
means to close the gap.

In the agreements there is reference to
plans A and B, although there is no statu-
tory requirement that they be tabled . I
think members would want to see these
Plans; and I wish to make the point that
plansA and B3 which, with your permission,
Sir, I am going to table, contain areas
marked as temporary reserves which are
different in some particulars from the
original Hanwright agreement. When the
field surveys were done by experts and the
plans re-prepared, it was necessary to re-
cast the areas, and the plans I am now
about to table represent the recast areas
in the light of these surveys and the re-
vised application that was made. With
Your permission, Sir, I ask that plans A
and B be tabled.

The plns were tabled.
Debate adjourned for one week, on

motion by Mr. Norton.
IRON ORE (HANWRIOHET)

AGREEMENT ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
MR. COURT (Nedlands-Mnister for

Industrial Development) [7.53 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

In doing so, I make the simple explana-
tion that this Bill is the twin brother of
the Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) Agree-
ment Act Amendment Bill. In the course
of introducing the Hamereley agreement
'Bill I endeavoured to explain how the two
agreements were correlated.

In case I did miss out on that occasion,
I want to make sure there is no mis-
understanding regarding the relevant
phases of the Parahurdoo and the Bruce
parts of the great complex we are trying
to develop. The Paraburdoo part is to
be part of the Hamerstey project, and it
is at a very advanced stage. The engineer-
ing and other stages are very advanced
and the company has, in fact, proceeded
a great way -along the road in negotiating
the engineering side of this part of the
Project with the Government.

The second part-that is the Bruce part,
which is a portion of the Hanwright areas
-is to be the subject of a very intense
geological and economic assessment over
the next year or two; and, if Hameraley
exercises the option in this centre by the
31st December, 1970, the company will be
75 per cent. Hamersiey and 25 per cent.
Hancock and Wright. Mount Bruce will
be the company which will accept the
commitments in respect of the Wright
agreement. There is nothing further I
wish to add at this moment.

Debate adjourned for one week, on mo-
tion by Mr. Norton.

APPROPRIATION BILL (GENERAL
LOAN FUND) 1969-69

Message: Appropriations

Message from the Lieutenant-Giovernor
and Administrator received and read
recommending appropriations for the pur-
poses of the Bill,

Second Reading

MR. BRAND (Greenough-Trveasurer)
(7.58 p.mo.): I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

Under the new Standing Orders the Loan
Estimates speech this year takes the form
of the second reading speech on the Bill
for the Appropriation Bill (General Loan
Fund) 1968-69.

As members are aware, the General
Loan Fund is only one of the sources of
funds used to meet our total capital works
programme. Other funds that are avail-
able include our Commonwealth-State
housing allocation, semi-governmental
borrowings, certain grants and advances
from the commonwealth, the domestic
funds of Government instrumentalities,
and contributions received from non-
Government sources.

Before I turn to speaking of the main
items in the Estimates I would like to
refer briefly to the sources and the nature
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of all of the funds that it is proposed to
use for this year's total capital works
programme.

Australian Loan Council
At the Australian Loan Council meet-

ing in June, the Commonwealth Govern-
ment agreed to support a total borrowing
programme of $710,000,000 for the works
and housing programmes of all States for
1968-69.

This is an increase of $33,000,000 on
the approved programme of last year but
it is still far short of the figure that the
States suggested was necessary to meet
their needs.

Western Australia's share of these funds
is $66,310,000 which is $3,080,000 more
than we received last year. Of this amount
$11,500,000 has been allotted for Common-
wealth-State housing projects. The bal-
ance of $54,810,000, together with
$9,633,000 expected to be available from
loan repayments, provides the money for
the works totalling $64,443,000 which are
listed in the estimates of expenditure from
the General Loan Fund for the year end-
ing the 30th June, 1969.

The Loan Council also approves the
total borrowing programme of all semi-
governmental bodies and local authorities
whose individual annual ralsings exceed
$300,000. Our share of the programme
this year is $13,880,000.
. A number of State instrumentalities re-
ceive support for their capital works pro-
grammes from these funds and during this
year will carry out works valued at
$10,905,000 from this source. The balance
of our allocation is required by the larger
local government authorities.

The Loan Council does not put any
limit on the total amount which may be
borrowed by authorities raising up to
$300,000 a year. Included in ths category
is a number of Government instrumentali-
ties which are expected to raise a total
of $4,069,000 of their capital requirements
during this current financial year.

Commonwealth Loans and Grants
An important feature of the State's1 total

capital works programme is the assistance
provided by the Commonwealth for speci-
fic purposes. This money is provided
under various Commonwealth Acts and
agreements and is distinct from finance
which we receive from decisions of the
Loan Council. It is estimated that an
amount of $60,610,000 will be received
during 1968-69 for the following pur-
poses:-

Universities .. .. ..
Colleges of advanced educa-

tion .. .. ..
Teachers colleges ..
Preschool teachers colleges
Science laboratories ..

1,040,000

912,000

50,000
921,000

Technical training .. .
Secondary schools libraries
Mental health institutions ..
Ord River project... ..
Water resources investiga-

tion .. .. ..
Commonwealth aid roads ....
Beef cattle roads... ..
Eyre Highway
Standard gauge railway ..
Exmouth township
Migrant centre ... ..
Softwood forestry... ..
Comprehensive water supply
War service homes and

homes for armed ser-
vices ... ... ..

733.001
226,000
400,000

2,500,000

273900&
30,537,000
1,450,00&

25,000-
12,000.000

24,000
422,000
400,000

2,050,000

5,764,000

The grant of $2,040,000 for universities
is the Commonwealth assistance which
the State receives on a matching dollar
for dollar basis for approved outlays on
buildings and equipment. The policy has
been operating since 1957-58 and under
the current programme for the triennium
1967-69 Western Australia expects to re-
ceive a total rant of $5,590,000.

This is the second year that assistance
has been provided to the States for con-
structing and equipping teachers' train-
ing colleges. A condition of the grafnts
is that the State will not reduce Its own
expenditure on teacher training and that
10 per cent. of the accommodation pro-
vided is made available to teachers not
bonded to State education departments.

The $50,000 which will be received this
year for preschool teachers' training col-
leges Is the first grant received under a
new Commonwealth scheme to provide
capital grants this year, and In the next
two years, for the purpose of increasing
the physical capacity of approved colleges.
It is a most welcome move in an important
field of education in this State.

Government and Independent schools
will share the $921,000 allocated to the
State under the State Grants (Science
Laboratories) Act, 1968. These rants are
made available to improve science teach-
ing in secondary schools by giving assist-
ance for building laboratories and provid-
ing equipment. of this sum $530,000) will
be spent in Government schools.

The $73,000 grant for technical train-
ing applies only to schools or colleges con-
ducted by the State and will assist in our
building programme this year for technical
schools at Fremantle, Leederville, Midland,
and Mt. Lawley.

The Commonwealth Government an-
nounced a new policy of assistance to
secondary schools in this year's Budget-
Grants totalling $27,000,000 will be paid
to the States over the three years com-
mencing January, 2968, to finance buildings
and associated capital facilities for libraries
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in Government and non-Government
schools. Our share of this assistance in
1968-69 will be $226,000.

'The payment of $400,000 by the Com-
monwealth towards the capital programme
for mental health institutions will bring
the total amount received by the State
under this scheme since Its inception in
1955 to $2,515,000. The assistance amounts
to one-third of the total expenditure
incurred by the State on buildings and
equipment approved by the Commonwealth.

An amount of $2,500,000 Is to be received
from the Commonwealth this Year towards
stage 2 of the Ord River irrigation pro-
ject. Grants amounting to $12,179,000
were paid to the State for stage 1 of the
project. Under the Western Australia
Agreement (Ord River Irrigation) Act 1968.
the Commonwealth will provide financial
assistance up to $48,180,000 for the second
stage. The assistance is on the basis of
a non-repayable grant for the construction
of the dam, which is expected to cost
$21,000,000, and interest-bearing loans in
respect of the irrigation works. Each loan
is repayable over a Period of 15 years
commencing approximately nine and a half
years after the end of the financial year
during which the payment Is received.

The national policy of accelerating the
work of locating and evaluating surface
and underground water resources will be
continued and this State will receive
$273,000 during 1968-69 towards the part
that it is playing in this programme.

Funds available under the Common-
wealth Aid Roads Act will rise to
$30,537,000. an increase of $1,940,000 over
the amount received in 1967-68. In recent
years the Commonwealth has made avail-
able specific grants and loans for the
construction and improvement of certain
roads used for the transport of beef cattle.
The construction of these roads is aimed
particularly at increasing the turn-off of
beef cattle for export.

Last year, I mentioned we were to receive
$1,500,000 during 1967-68 in anticipation of
new legislation to replace the Beef Cattle
Roads Acts which expired at the 30th June,
1967, Under those Acts a total of $8,400,000
was Paid to Western Australia.

Under the States Grants (Beef Cattle
Roads) Act, 1968, the Commonwealth will
provide $9,500,000 in the form of non-
repayable grants for a further seven-year
beef cattle road programme whfch
commenced on the 1st July, 1967. in other
words, last year's advance was Part of the
$9,500,000 programme. A payment of
$1,450,000 is expected for continuation of
the work in 1968-69.

Total payments to the 30th June, 1968,
by the Commonwealth towards the
standard gauge railway project were
$77,397,000. An amount of $12,000,000 is
expected this year-$7,465,000 less than

last year. This is the first year in which
there has been a decline in Commonwealth
advances, which reflects the passing of the
Peak construction period. Nevertheless,
there are still substantial outlays to be
made before the construction and equip-
ment of the standard gauge railway are
complete.

The Noalimba reception centre at Bate-
man will be opened in December. It was
previously referred to as the Bull Creek
migrant centre and the building will cost
$1,558,000 when completed. Half of this
sum is to be met by the Commonwealth
which will pay the State $422,000 this year
as the balance of its share of the pro-
ject. The centre will provide additional
transient accommodation for the State's
immigration programme.

The extension of the State's softwood
forests will be assisted again this year by
the receipt of $400,000 payable under the
Softwood Forestry Agreements Act which
is a five-year scheme designed to accele-
rate the rate of establishment of these
forests throughout the Commonwealth.

I note where the Conservator of Forests
pays a tribute to the fact that, at last, the
Governments of the States of Australia
are waking up to the urgent need of ex-
tending our forest operations to meet the
demands of the future-particularly the
demand for softwoods.

A further advance of $2,050,000 will be
Paid by the Commonwealth during the
current financial year to continue the
extension of the comprehensive water
supply scheme in the south-west of the
State. It is part of $10,500,000 which the
Commonwealth has agreed to provide by
way of interest-bearing loans on a dollar
for dollar basis to permit the scheme to
be extended to serve an additional 4,000,000
acres by 1973.

The funds provided for war service
homes and houses for members of the
armed forces is a continuation of a pro-
gramme that has been in existence Jor
many years.

Domestic Funds
The domestic resources of certain in-

strumentalities are also another important
source of funds available for our total
capital works programme. These funds
arise from the charging of depreciation to
operating expenses and in some cases also
represent cash balances carried over from
the previous year. Finances available
from these sources during 1968-69 will
amount to $35,015,000 of which the follow-
ing are the more important:- $

State Electricity Comm is-
sion ... .. .. 14,896,000

State Housing Commission 8,174,000
Railways .... .3,300,000
Fremantle Port Authority 2,473,000
Metropolitan Water Supply 1,419,000
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Non-Government Contributions
Other significant contributions to funds

available for capital works are the amounts
which certain companies will subscribe
towards meeting the cost of providing
services to new undertakings. It is esti-
mated that an amount of $2,379,000 will
be Paid to the State on this account during
1968-69.

Tota Capital Works Programme
From the funds available from the vari-

ouis sources which I have just described,
it will be possible for the State to mount
a total capital works programme for 1968-
09 of $188.921,000. The finance for this
programme can be briefly summarised as
follows:-

General Loan Fund ..
Commonwealth-State

housing..
Loan repayments
Semi - Governmental bor-

rowings ..
Grants and advances for

the Commonwealth ..
Domestic funds .

Non-Government contri-
butions..

54,810,000

11.500,000
9,633,000

14,974,000

60,610,000
35,015,000

2,379,000
Last year a programme of $156,844,000 was
completed from finance from similar
sources so that the planned expenditure
in the current year represents an increase
of $32,077,000 or more than 20 per cent.
above last year's outlay.

General Loan Fund Expenditure
As I said earlier, the estimates of ex-

penditure from the General Loan Fund
cover a programme of works totalling
$64,443,000. For the information of
honourable members, I now propose to
refer to the main items.

Railways
Loan fund expenditure by the railways

on capital works during 1967-68 was
$12,963,000 of which $7,368,000 was spent
on the rail standardisation project. The
balance was largely devoted to the com-
pletion of works in progress, replacement
of assets and undertakings necessary for
the safe and efficient operations of the
railways.

A sum of $15,300,000 has been voted for
railway Purposes during 1968-69, which
includes the State's contribution to the
cost of work to be done on the standard
gauge project during the year. This will
require $9,300,000. It is planned to spend
the balance of the funds on-

Additions and improve-
ments to opened railways

Rolling stock .. ..
Special works -

5,718,000
102:000
180.000

The programme will also include expen-
diture of $1,800,000 from the rolling-stock
replacement fund from which $1,111,000

was spent last year. Covered vans, stan-
dard gauge grain hopper vans, flat top
wagons and five diesel shunting loco-
motives will be the principal purchases
from funds available from this source
during the current financial year. The
total capital, therefore, available to the
railways in 1968-69 is $11,100,000.

On the 3rd August last, the Western
Australian standard gauge line was linked
to the Commonwealth system during an
official ceremony at Kalgoorlie. It was an
historic occasion in the State's and in the
nation's rail transport systems. A
through-freight service is expected to
commence before the close of this calendar
year.

Civil works associated with this project
will be mainly concentrated in the
metropolitan area this year. These will
include work on-

A new yard, a locomotive depot and
wagon repair depot at Forrest-
field.

The freight terminal at Kewdale.
Industrial spur line at Kewdale.
Construction of standard and dual

gauge tracks and associated
alterations to buildings and facili-
ties between Midland and East
Perth.

The completion of the first stage of
the interstate passenger terminal
at East Perth.

At Kalgoorlie a start will be made on
the new marshalling yards to be con-
structed west of the town. Additional diesel
locomotives as well as freight and passen-
ger rolling stock will also be acquired
during the year. Orders will be placed
for the luxury railcars intended to operate
between Perth and Kalgoorlie, but it is
unlikely that these will be delivered before
the close of this financial year.

It is anticipated that standard gauge
passenger services from Perth to Port Pirie
will commnence by mid-1969. A through
servic to the east coast should be in opera-
tion later in the year when the 36-mile
link to Broken Hill is completed.

The major works to be undertaken on
the 3 ft. 6 in. system include-

The connection of the line to the Co-
operative Bulk Handling Ltd. bulk
grain storage facility at Kwinana.

Extensive reballasting of the Northam-
Goomalling section of the line.

A new bridge over the Strawberry
River on the Midland Railway
line.

Housing construction at several locali-
ties.

Land acquisition for the new bridge
at North Fremantle.

Rail access to the land-backed wbarf
at Bunbury.
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Apart from these outlays, the planned ex-
penditure will be directed to the comiple-
tion of other works in progress and the
annual provisions necessary to maintain
the efficiency of the system.

State Electricity Commission
The continuing high rate of growth in

every field of activity in the State con-
tinues to place a very heavy demand on
the services of the State Electricity Com-
mission for both electricity and gas.
Growth rates which the commission aimed
to achieve a few years ago, and which
seemed exceptionally high, are now
accepted as normal.

During the past winter, records have
been set for the demand on generating
plant, the daily output of electricity, and
the daily production of gas. A record of
10,200 new consumers was connected
during the year.

To achieve this, the commission spent
$19,145,000 on capital works during 1967-
68. Of this sum, $9,030,000 was expended
on generating stations of which $4,720,000
was spent at MuMa, where the third 60
MW unit was commissioned, and $4,038,000
on construction at Kwinana. The strength-
ening of the primary transmission system
in the metropolitan area absorbed $800,000
for the construction of lines and terminal
substations.

To meet the needs of its 174,000 elec-
tricity consumers and 55,000 gas consum-
ers, the commission spent $5,060,000 on the
distribution of electricity and facilities for
the production and distribution of gas in
the metropolitan area.

In the country, where 43,000 consumers
are supplied, $3,800,000 was spent on ex-
tending transmission lines to several new
towns and almost 1,400 new farms and on
extensions to the distribution system in
towns already served.

Funds were provided in 1967-68 as fol-
lows:- $

General Loan Fund .... 4,250,000
Subscribed loans ... 7,295,000

and the balance from internal sources.
There are no indications that the rate

of increase in demand is lessening, and to
keep ahead of this growth it is expected
that capital expenditure in the current
financial year will be $27,977,000.

The provision of generating plant will
require expenditure of $13,143,000 includ-
ing $3,270,000 at Muja, where a fourth unit
will be commissioned early in the new year;
and $9,800,000 at Swinana where the first
120 MW unit is scheduled for service in
December, 1969.

Terminal substations and the transmis-
sion system in the metropolitan area will
require $3,178,000, while extensions to the
distribution system and the connection of
new consumers will cost $5,200,000. A
further $787,000 will be spent on gas manu-
facturing plant and the distribution of
gas,

Transmission and distribution in the
country, including the acquisition of elec-
tricity undertakings in several towns, will
require $5,000,000. An amount of $5,576,000
of this Programme will be financed from
the General Loan Fund with the balance
being obtained from subscribed loans rais-
ed by the commission and from the com-
mission's domestic funds, including profit
and depreciation.

Public Works (Engineering)
An amount of $1,299,000 is to be spent

this year on harbour and river works in
the southern part of the State, of which
$565,000 will be provided from the General
Loan Fund, $589,000 from loan raisings
and domestic funds of the Albany and
Bunbury port authorities, and $145,000 from
the allocation under the Commonwealth
Aid Roads Act for works connected with
transport by road or water.

The main Itemn of Proposed expenditure
is the provision of $500,000 for the com-
mencement of work on the first phase of a
new $20,000,000 deep-water harbour at
Bunbury. This development is necessary
to serve the recently announced woodchip
Industry which is to be established in the
region.

The first stage of the project will con-
sist of a land-backed berth in the Lesohen-
ault Estuary, dredging to accommodate
35,000-ton vessels initially, and associated
approaches and equipment. It is estimated
that these works will cost $6,200,000 of
which $2,900,000 will be contributed by the
company. Exports through the new port
are expected to commence in 1972,

Work on the solid fill embankment to the
Bunbury jetty will continue, and a new
small-craft jetty and a harbour master's
jetty will be built during the year.

At Esperance, further work will be done
on the dredging, widening, and deepening
of the harbour. Provision has been made
for further construction work on the fourth
berth in Geraldton as well as the continu-
ation of the dredging programme for the
outer harbour.

Other items listed in the programnme in-
dlude-

A slipway at Kalbarri.
A small craft berth at Mandurali.
Extensions to the Rottnest Island

berthing facilities.
Further work on the East Fremantle

ferry terminal.
Extensions to the Fremantle Fishing

Boat harbour.

Country Areas and Towns Water
Supplies

A total programme of $8,932,000 Is
planned for water supplies to country areas
and towns. Of this $5,214,000 will be pro-
vided from the General Loan Fund,
$2,050,000 from the Commonwealth for the
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Comprehensive Water Supply Scheme, and
$1,868,000 by the Western Mining Corpor-
ation for the supply of water to its nickel
mining operations at Karnbalda.

An amount of $4,100,000 of
gramme wilt be spent on the
bensive Water Supply Scheme,
items being-

Goldifilds Main Conduit
Improvements. To cope
with increased require-
ments of the compre-
hensive water supply
se medi.-.ar ....n M .a.

Meredi-Babaln Ma in
Improvements. To pro-
vide adequate supplies
for farmland reticula-
tion in the Bencubbin-
Wilgoyne district ..

Cunderdin South Farm-
lands Reticulation. The
third year of a six-year
programme ... ..

Grass Valley-Wongan Hills
Main. The second year
of a five-year program-
m e .. .. ..

Kokardine West Farmlands
Reticulation. To provide
reticulation for 70,000
acres of farmlands in
the Dalwallinu area ..

Wickepin-Kulin Main. Corn-
mencemnent of the main
trunk feed from Wicke-
pin to Kuin ..

?qarrogin East Farmlands
Reticulation. To com-
mence reticulation of
farmlands in East Nar-
rogin a r e a-250,000
acres ..

W I e k e p i n -Dumbleyung
Main. To commence
Collanilling and East
Dumbleyung branches
and tanks

An amount of $4,832,000 is tob
on country town water supplies, th
works being-

Enlargements to main
conduit of the Gold-
fields water supply to
supply water to
Kambalda ... ..

Perenjori water supply from
Morawa .. -.

Norseman main improve-
ments .. -.

Construction of a 13,000,000
gallon dam and associ-
ated bitumen catch-
ment at Ravensthorpe

New water supplies for the
towns of Wanneroo.
Nyabing, Upper Swan,
Eneabba, Dandaragan,
and Latham ... ..

485)

the pro-
Compre-

the main

190,000

300,000

300.000

682,000

500,000

1,020,000

700,000

e spent
te major

There are a number of other minor works
which will also be undertaken to expand
and improve country town water supplies
generally.

Sewerage for Country Towns
Provision has been made for the exten-

sion of sewers in the following towns:-

Albany ... ...... 90,000
Bunbury ... '. .. 70,000
Narrogin ..1 . .. 40,000
Kojonup .... ... .. 40,000
Northam .. .. 40,000

Irrigation and Drainage in Southern Areas
Main items of expenditure from the vote

of $659,000 for irrigation and drainage in
in southern areas are-

First stage of the irrigation
scheme for the Preston
Valley .. .. ..

Enlargement of the Collie
main channel to im-
prove the supply in the
Collie irrigation area

River and main drain im-
provements in the Ser-
pentine - Mundijong
district .. .. ..

Construction of drains in
the C a pe-Boyanup
area .. ..

Major works to prevent
flooding in the town-
ship of Collie .. .1

Commencement of drainage
in the West Harvey
area ... ..

200.000

100,000

50,000

35,000

80,000

30,000

North West
Engineering works in the northern part

of the State are expected to cost $4,616,000.
It is intended to provide $1,330,000 from
the General Loan Fund and the balance
will come from the Commonwealth-
$2,500,000-and from private and other
sources.

$ The major expenditure in this area dur-
ing the year will be on the main dam of
the Ord irrigation project. This marks the
beginning of the second phase of the
scheme which will bring an additional

1,678,000 152,000 acres of land into production. The
sum of $2,515,000 is to be spent on this

-undertaking in 1968-1969.
240,000

320,000

300,000

219.000

Other major undertakings include-
The new berth at Port Hedland which

will be completed this year.
Improvements to Beadon Creek at

Onslow to allow permanent access
to the Headon Creek lighter
berth.

Dredging of the entrance to Tegga
Channel at Carnarvon to provide
a safe anchorage for fishing
vessels.
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The construction of small craft
facilities at Port Hedland.

Work will continue during this year to
meet the rising demand for water in
northern towns. A start will be made on
the Moochalabra dam at Wyndhamn and
on the Fitzroy Crossing water supply.

Other proposed expenditures are-

Carnarvon town water
supply ... .. .. 160,000

Port Hediand water supply 426,000
Onslow water supply .... 84 ,000
Improvements to the water

supplies at Wyndhiam,
Kununurra and Halls
Creek ... 84,000

In addition, work will continue on the
sewerage system at Port Hedland and a
start will be made on a scheme for Kunu-
nurra.

An amount of $108,000 will also be
spent on development of the Kununurra
townsite and the Ord River farms and
extension of the Ord irrigation system.

The pilot scheme in the Carnarvon
irrigation district will be expanded at an
estimated cost of $50,0030. Further work
will be done during the year on the elec-
tricity supply schemes at Onslow, Roe-
bourne, Kununurra, and Halls Creek.

Architectural Division
The architectural division of the Public

Works Department spent an amount of
$11,394,000 from the General Loan Fund
during 1967-68. In addition, capital works
to the value of $4,255,000 were financed
from Commonwealth advances, domestic
funds, and non-Government sources.

The provision of $19,608,000 from the
General Loan Fund in 1968-69, supple-
mented by $5,148,000 from other sources,
will permit the heavy programme of works
in progress to be finalised and allow
the commencement of substantial new
works.

schools
The allocation of $9,000,000 from the

General Loan Fund and $2,700,000 from
Commonwealth Grants will allow the con-
tinuation of an increased school construc-
tion programme in the current year.

A total of 430 classrooms was completed
last year, an Increase of almost 15 per cent.
on the 375 completed in 1966-61. During
the year the new high school at Ross-
moyne was completed and major additions
were made to the Balcatta, Bentley, City
Beach, Cyril Jackson, Hampton, Mirra-
booka, and South Fremantle schools. Ad-
ditions of a lesser nature were provided
at numerous centres throughout the State.
A new high school is under construction
at Manning and further additions will be
carried out at other schools in the cur-
rent year.

Fifteen new primary schools were pro-
vided last year, and this year's allocation
will allow the commencement of a fur-
ther 12 including one at Port Hedland,
towards which the Mount Newman Mining
Co. will contribute $80,000. The other
new schools will be built at Balcatta, Bas-
sendean, Bungaree, Coolbellup, Kelmscott,
Orelia, Bateman, Morley, Yakamia.
Goomalling, and Tainmin. An extensive
programme of additions is also scheduled
for schools in many areas.

The first stage of the new teachers'
training college is nearing completion and
work has recently started on the second
stage. The funds for this major project
arc being provided by the Commonwealth.

Hospitals
Expenditure on hospital works during

last year totalled $5,418,000. Major
works completed during the year included
the school of nursing at the Perth Medical
Centre and ward additions at Bruce Rock,
Kununoppin, Osborne Park, and Shenton
Park. Projects still in progress Include-

The regional hospital at Northam.
New hospitals at Beverley, Exalouth

and Southern Cross.
The long term treatment unit ait the

Perth Medical Centre.
Additions to the Derby and Kalgoorlie

hospitals.
The amount of $6,103,000 provided in
this year's estimates, supplemented by
$1,339,000 from other sources, will com-
plete works in progress to the value of
$6,404,000.

New works scheduled to commence in
the current year include-

Geriatric unit, kitchen-cafeteria and
ancillary works at Perth Medical
Centre.

New hospital at Wyndhiam.
Ward additions at Derby, Albany,

Kalgoorlie, Mullewa, and Swan
hospitals.

Pelle Buildings
An amount of $900,000 has been pro-

vided for expenditure on police buildings
compared with actual expenditure of'
$746,000 in 1967-68. During the last
financial year, new police stations were
completed at Kalgoorlie. Ravensthorpe,
and Narrogin. A start was made on the
new police academy at Maylands, as well
as stations at Albany and Bunbury, and
cell blocks at Cue and Marble Bar.

These projects will be completed in the
current year and work will commence on
further new pollee stations at Cottesloc,
Koolyanobbing. Lancelin, Wanneroo, ilI-
liams, Carnarvon, Gascoyne Junction, and
Wyndham.
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Other Buildings
Staff quarters and an administration

'block at Pyrton training centre have been
-completed and further additions and re-
modelling work carried out at the Clare-
mont Mental Hospital.

During the current year a housecraf
training centre will be added to theCae
mont Mental Hospital and an industrial
rehabilitation unit is to be complete fr
the Mental Health Services.

Other important work to be undertaken
,during the year includes--

Thie commencement of a girls' re-
formatory at Bentley.

Additional facilities at Riverbank Re-
form atory.

A new courthouse at Bridgetown.
A harbour control tower at Port Bed-

land.

Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage
and Drainage Board

In 1967-68, the Metropolitan Water
Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Board
spent $7,400,000, of which $4,060,000 was
spent on water supplies, $2,269,000 on
sewerage, $401,000 on drainage, and
$670,000 on salaries and incidentals.

Works to the value of $9,000,000 are
planned for this year and are to be
financed by an allotment of $6,781,000
from the General Loan Fund, semi-
governmental borrowings of $800,000. and
domestic funds of $1,419,000.

Water Supplies
During last year. work was continued

on the 54-Inch Serpentine trunk main
with expenditure of $006,000. A further
$475,000 will be spent this year to lay
approximately two miles of the last sec-
tion which will complete immediate re-
quirements on the Serpentine dams and
trunk mains project.

Construction of the 30-inch South
Street feeder main commenced last year
and will be continued with the expenditure
of a further $200,000 on the second stage.

An amount of $600,000 will be spent on
the construction of a 42-Inch and 30-inch
feeder main from Serpentine to Medina
and Rockingham to meet the needs of
new housing in these areas.

A third storage reservoir will be com-
menced at Mt. Yokine. Following com-
pletion of the first Yoklne bore at Homer
Street last year, a further sum of $150,000
is to be spent on a second bore at Words-
,worth Avenue, Yokine.

Provision has been made for the con-
tinuation of the 24-inch North take
feeder main which will connect with the
new 30-inch South Street main for the
augmentation of Melville reservoir storage
to service low pressure areas to the east
of the reservoir.

In the current year, $400,000 has been
Provided for service connections, $500,000
for minor extensions and improvements,
and $250,000 for the purchase and fixing of
meters.

Sewerage
This year $1,025,000 will be spent on

the south of the river sewerage scheme.
Reticulation of the Melville area will con-
tinue with priority being given to the land
adjacent to Alfred Cove, where problems
associated with the high water table were
experienced last winter.

Reticulation in the Osborne Park indus-
trial area will be extended and $125,000
has been allocated for this work. The
second stage of the Scarborough main
sewer will begin this year. On this scheme
$343,000 was spent in 1967-68 and work
planned for the current year is expected
to cost $700,000. On the Lynwood sewer-
age scheme $200,000 will be spent, and
sewerage reticulation will continue at Vic-
toria Park, Maylands, Subiaco, and Floreat
Park.

New works include the expenditure of
$200,000 on the commencement of the
northern main sewer and $150,000 on the
Hamersley scheme.

Drainage
Provision of $150,000 has been made

f or the construction of a scheme for outlet
drainage from a chain of lakes adjacent to
Karrinyup to counteract the rapid rise in
the ground-water table in the area.

Work on large drainage schemes will
continue in a number of areas, with expen-
diture of $75,000 at Bayswater-Beechboro,
$30,000 at Scarborough, and $30,000 in the
Welshpool industrial area.

Mines
Provision has been made to grant assist-

ance by way of loans to niineowners for
development of promising mines and pur-
chase of mining plant where it is justified.

To meet the requirements of the current
programmne fur the investigation of the
State's underground water resources, addi-
tional drilling plant and equipment will be
purchased and old equipment replaced. The
Commonwealth Governent will again
make a financial contribution towards the
cost of this most important work.

State Housing Commission
In 1967-68, the State Housing Commis-

sion drew $2,300,000 from the General Loan
Fund, and raised loans amounting to
$1,800,000 under the semi-governmental
borrowing programme.

The commission was also allocated
$10,000,000 under the Commonwealth-
State housing agreement, $3,520,000 for
war service homes, and $1,240,000 for
homes for members of the armed services.
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These allocations, together with domestic
funds, enabled the commission to mount a
Programme costing $19,293,000. This out-
lay did not include the cost of houses
erected for departments and financed from
other votes.

During 1967-68, 1,557 dwellings were
completed under all schemes, made up as
follows:-

1,222 purchase and rental homes.
141 war service homes.

34 for Government employees.
147 for other Government depart-

ments.
13 for charitable organisations.

In addition, finance allotted to approved
building societies assisted 435 families to
purchase new homes. Applicants totalling
141 were also helped to purchase newly-
erected homes with war service homes
finance, and 73 home purchasers were
assisted by way of second mortgage finance
under the State Housing Act.

In order to assist in meeting the present
demand for low cost housing in the State
it is intended to greatly accelerate the pro-
gramme of the commission in the current
year.

A programme totalling $29,538,000 is
Planned for 1968-69, which is an increase
of $10,245,000 or more than 53 per cent.
above last year's outlay.

The programme will be financed from
the following sources:

General Loan Fuand
Commonwealth - State

Housing Agreement ...
War service homes and

homes for members of
the armed services ..

Semi-governmental loans
Domestic funds...._

2,300,000

11,500,000

5,764,000
1,800,000
8,174,000

In addition to this Programme the com-
mission anticipates carrying out work to
the value of $2,500,000 for other Govern-
ment departments. The stepped-up pro-
gramme of the State Housing Commission
Is only one of a number of actions which
the Government has taken in recent
months to assist in maintaining a supply
of houses commensurate with the growth
taking place in Western Australia. As a
result of the findings of the Watson
committee, attention is being given to
procedures to accelerate approvals for
applications for land subdivisions.

Extensive areas of new land for residen-
tial development have been released.
Among these are 1,000 acres in the Anna-
dale corridor which have been rezoned
from rural to urban classification and
5,000 acres at Hamersley which have been
rezoned from urban deferred to urban.

A land and housing committee has been
appointed with representatives of all de-
partments and instrumentalities whose
activities are involved with land develop-
ment. The aim of the commidttee is to

ensure that the plans of all concerned are
co-ordinated and directed towards the
quickest possible development of land for
residential purposes.

One result of the working of this com-
mittee is reflected In the increased outlays
on water supplies, sewerage, and electricity
in the current Year to meet the needs of
new areas of development.

I am confident that these measures, to-
gether with the willing support the Gov-
ernment is receiving from the private sector
of the building industry, will do much in
the next 12 months to overcome the diffi-
culties which have been experienced in this
field.

I expect that more than 13,000 new
homes will be built during 1968-69-a rate
that will contribute significantly to meeting
the current demand.

Housing for Government Employees.
The Government employee housing pro-

gramme will be more than doubled during
this financial year. Total funds of
$1,600,000 are to be made available for this
purpose, of which $1,100,000 will be supplied
by the State Superannuation Board,
$300,000 will come from semi -governmen-
tal borrowings, and $200,000 will be
allocated from the General Loan Fund.

Funds made available last year for
Government employee housing amounted
to $540,000.

Agriculture
Last year, loan funds totalling $796,00

were spent under the heading of "Develop-
ment of Agriculture." The main outlay in
1967-68 was on new buildings at South
Perth, and the purchase of a. property at
Mt. Barker for development as a research
station. The major work at South Perth
was the construction of a State herbarium
which will require a further outlay this
year of $280,000.

Other works are expected to cost
$520,000 in 1988-69 and comprise, in the
main, improvements of various kinds to the
department's research stations.

Fisheries
The new Western Australian marine re-

search laboratories at Watermans Bay will
be opened on Friday of next week. These
laboratories have been built to house staff
of the research branch of the Department
of Fisheries and Fauna.

The facilities provided by the new
laboratories will allow research work on
important species of fish to be carried out
under controlled conditions in a well-
equipped aquarium room. Major research
will be on crayfish, but prawns, whiting,
scallops, and marron will also be studied.

Officers of the Division of Fisheries and
Oceanography of the 0.5.1110O. stationed
in Perth have been invited to use the
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laboratories and that organisatlon has pro-
vided some finance towards the cost of the
aquarium equipment.

Contiguous with the State laboratories is
a. smaller section built by the Zoology De-
partmnent of the University for the purpose
of marine research. The total cost of the
complex was $300,000, of which the State
Government provided $230,000.

Industrial Development
A sum of $227,000 was spent on the

purchase of land for industrial develop-
ment during 1967-68, and $46,000 went to
assist industries.

An amount of $300,000 is provided in
this year's Estimates for similar purposes.

Forests
A General Loan Fund allocation of

$400,000, together with loans of $400,000
under the Softwood Forestry Agreements
Act, will be used by the Forests Depart-
ment to establish a further 8,000 acres of
new pine plantations and maintain the
existing 54,000 acres of pines.

Loans are being made available by the
Commonwealth to all States to step up
planting rates throughout Australia. West-
ern Australia's programme provided for
an increase from 3,000 acres to 6,000 acres
per year. Those goals will be reached this
year and maintained at that rate in sub-
sequent years.

The State's eventual target of a total
of 240,000 acres of pine plantations is
expected to enable it to remain self-suf-
ficient in timber requirements for the
foreseeable future.

Frenmantle Port Authority
The capital works Programme of the

Fremantle Port Authority will total
$3,181,000 in 1988-69. This programme is
to be financed from a General Loan Fund
allocation of $408,000, a semi-governa-
mental borrowing of $300,000, and internal
funds of $2,473,000.

Works to be carried out this year
include-

CoignpieLion of dredging in the inner-
harbour between the old and new
railway bridges.

Completion of a 45-ton capacity
gantry crane to handle containers
to and from container ships.

The provision of a new workboat and
new pilot boat.

A new office on north quay.
An electrical supply to wool dumping

complexes in the Port Beach area.
Reconstruction of No. 7 berth and shed

on north quay.

Metropolitan Transport Trust
The purchase of 51 buses and a ferry

are the principal items of expenditure in
the programme of the Metropolitan Trans-

port Trust. This year the trust has planned
a total capital outlay of $1,118,000 of
which $201,000 will be financed from the
General Loan Fund. Semni-Governmental
borrowings will provide $300,000 and the
balance will be obtained from the trust's
own internal resources.

University of Western Australia
In 1967-68, the State's contribution for

capital works at the University was
financed by a grant of $226,000 from the
General Loan Fund and private loans
totalling $300,000. These funds together
with Commonwealth grants and cash
balances held by the University provided
total funds for the building progranmme
on the campus of $1,010,000. The comple-
tion of stage 2 of the botany building and
extensions to computing facilities were the
major works undertaken last year.

In the current Year, a capital works
programme totalling $2,496,000 is to be
carried out at the University, the, main
works being the completion of the anatomy,
biochemistry, and physiology building and
lecture theatre, and conmnencement of the
mathematics building and indoor sports
centre.

The programme this year is to be
financed by an allocation or $747,000 from
the General Loan Fund, private borrowings
of $300,000, Commonwealth grants and
cash balances of $1,219,000, and contri-
butions to the indoor sports centre from
the Guild of Undergraduates of $230,00.

W.A. Institute of Technology
In 1967-68, an amount of $751,000 was

provided from the General Loan Fund and
$500,000 was raised from private borrow-
ings to finance the State contribution to
capital works at the W.A. Institute of
Technology. These funds, together with
Commonwealth grants totalling $1,241,000,
provided $2,498,000 for capital works.

The completion of the administration
building and extensions to the mathe-
matics and chemistry buildings were the
major works undertaken last year.

In this current year, a programme of
$2,220,000 is to be carried out at the Bent-
ley site, the main works being the com-
pletion of the extensions to the pharmacy
building, commencement of a new building
for the department of architecture, and
installation of deep sewerage to existing
buildings. This Programme is to be
financed by an allocation of $719,000 from
General Loan Fund, private borrowings of
$300,000, and Commonwealth grants and
cash balances totalling $1,141,000.

Rural and Industries Bank
An amount of $227,000 has been pro-

vided in the Estimates for delegated agen-
cies conducted by the Rural and Industries
Bank on behalf of the Government. The
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advances are used for agricultural develop-
ment as well as to meet reductions in a
guaranteed bank overdraft on account of
the Esperance Superphosphate Works.

Conclusion
I now turn to the main purpose of the

Bill which is to appropriate from the
General Loan Fund the sums required to
carry out the capital works detailed in the
Estimates.

The Hill also makes -provision for the
grant of supply to complete requirements
for this year. Supply of $30,000,000 has
already been granted under the Supply
Act, 1968, and further supply of $34,443,000
has been allowed for in the Bill now under
consideration. This total of $64,443,000 is
to be appropriated for the purposes and
services expressed in a schedule to the Hill.

As well as authorising the provision of
funds for the current year. the Bill seeks
ratification of amounts spent during 1967-
68 in excess of the Estimates for that year.
Details of these excesses are given in the
relevant schedule to the Hill.

In commending the Hill to the House I
would like to explain that although the
introduction has been rather lengthy and
has involved many figures, the purpose is
to give detailed information to members.
The Ministers do not introduce their capital
works Estimates, and therefore I take this
opportunity for passing on the details. Be-
fore I conclude I move that the General
Loan Fund Estimates for 1968-09 be tabled.
I would like to thank members for an
attentive hearing.

The General Loan Fund Estimates,
1968-69, were tabled.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr.
Tonkin (Leader of the Opposition).

FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MR. ROSS HUITCHINSON (Cottesloe-
Minister for Works) [8.51 pm.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

There are several small matters that it is
desired to clarify in the Fisheries Act.
They are mainly administrative and do not
change the principles of the Act in any
way.

Under sections SB and 5C of part 11
of the Act two advisory committees for
the fishing industry are set up. The
chairman of each of these committees
is a, person nominated by the Minis-
ter. Section SD states that each member
of each committee shall be appointed for
five years. It therefore follows that who-
ever happens to be chairman of the com-
mittee will continue in this capacity for
the full term. This will happen even if
he retires from his normal occupation dur-
ing this period of five Years.

Although it is not specifically stated, it
has always been understood that the chair-
man of these committees should also be a
member of the Department of Fisheries and
Fauna. Indeed, it has always been the
director, and it is highly desirable that
this should be so. On the retirement of
A. J7. Fraser as director it was discovered
that he continued in his Position as chair-
man of these committees. Mr. Fraser ap-
preciated the liason necessary between the
department and the committees and ten-
dered his resignation. However, it is felt
that this matter should be tidied up. An
amendment is therefore necessary to both
sections 5B and 50 to ensure that the
chairman or acting chairman is an officer
of the department.

Section 350 (2) was re-enacted last
year. This section deals with the estab-
lishment of processing plants and the
licensing of them. Originally the section
contained the words "Subject to such
conditions as he (the Director of Fish-
eries) thinks fit." In the re-enactment
the power to Impose conditions was in-
advertently omitted, and it is necessary
to reinsert these words. In a coastline
the length of ours in Western Australia
there is a need for different conditions to
exist in different parts. With the in-
creased complexity of fishing it is also
desirable that certain conditions be im-
posed. For example, there might be room
for two prawn processing establishments
but room for only one of them to engage
in, say, fish filletting in order to retain
this unit as a viable economic proposition.
It is therefore desirable to reinsert these
words which were inadvertently omitted.

The same section needs to be altered In
order that the director may issue what
would in fact be a provisional license. If
a firm proposing to build a processing
plant applies for a license, this can only
be refused at the present time after the
plant has been built. Naturally the owner
wants to know how he will fare long
before he spends his money. At the pres-
ent time the director advises the
processor that he is not likely to receive
a processor's license. The processor prob-
ably has no right of appeal under section
35K because in fact the license has not
at that time been refused. In order to
avoid the risk of unnecessary capital
expenditure, an amendment is to be in-
serted in the section to ensure that all
licensing Procedures and appeals can be
completed before construction is com-
menced.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (1) of sec-
tion 35C requires every applicant for a
processor's license to furnish the names
and addresses of the Persons who sold
the various species of fish to him. it
is desired to delete this, because process-
ing establishments are already submitting
this information in monthly returns under
section 18 of the Act and regulation 26G.
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This return is therefore redundant and
its deletion will save unnecessary work for
the processing plants.

Tt may be recalled that on a previous
occasion, for ease of administration,
various sections of the Act were amended
to give the Minister authority to issue
notices rather than to have the Governor
issue proclamations. As explained at the
time, this is a speedier procedure: and,
quite frequently, for the opening and clos-
ing of small areas of water and estuaries
and the like, speed is essential.

It is desired to extend this ministerial
authority to section 12A, which refers to
proclaimed fishing zones; to section 25,
which refers to the length of fish and the
methods by which they can be caught;
and to section 29, which deals with cer-
tain fish which may be protected from
being caught or from sale. It is felt that
these are also matters which can best be
handled by ministerial direction rather
than by the wore time-consuming use of
the Executive Council and proclamation
by the Governor. These notices will still
be proclaimed in the Government Gazette
where required under the Act.

The opportunity has been taken to
bring certain aspects of the Act up to date.
The Fauna Conservation Act, 1950, takes
the place .of the Game Act, 1892, which
was referred to in section 37; and the
Land Act, 1933, has been substituted for
the Land Act, 1398, in section 39. I com-
mend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr.
Norton.

KEWVDALE LANDS DEVELOPMENT
ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 3rd October.

MR. JAMiIIESONh (Belmont) [8.58 p.m.]:
I have no great objection to this move
to extend, at least to some degree, the
amount of territory that comes under the
Kewdale Lands Development Authority.
1'ne Minister did explain this matter at
some length. As a matter of fact, he ex-
plained it very fully, so I do not think
there is much need for me to reiterate

-the reasons he gave or to comment on
them.

However, I did refer this matter to the
two local authorities concerned, and both
of them seemed to be reasonably satisfied
with the development of the area under
this authority. Some of tbe comments
I received from these two local authorities
showed that they were rather concerned
about the high cost of development and
the high cost of putting in many of the
access roads which are required.

It is true that under the provisions of
the extending legislation the developing
authority, in the main, is to be responsible

for the provision of roads and other
necessary adjuncts, such as drainage, or
at least main drainage. However, this
has Put the price of the land at a high
figure. The Minister said the figure varied
between $11,000 an acre for land which
does not have access by rail, to S12.500
for the ill acres which have access by
rail.

So we can see that the price to any
industrial developer in the area is not
cheap and as a consequence any developer
would have to be sure of what he was going
into. However, provision has been made
for a lot of small industrial sites for 'which
there is a very big demand at present in
the metropolitan area, and to this extent
I think it is quite a worth-while venture.

I am sorry the Minister for Forests is
not present at the moment because I be-
lieve that had the Government been a
little more realistic it could have saved
itself some considerable expense with re-
gard to roadmaking. The Belmont Shire
made approaches through mue to have
some special allowance made for it to
acquire gravel near a pit it owned, and
this was to be done on an exchange basis.
However, the suggestion received scant
consideration from the Minister for Forests.
As a matter of fact, I found it necessary
to refer it to the Minister for Industrial
Development; and he was, of course, finally
advised by his brother Minister who, no
doubt, arrived at the decision made. How-
ever it was a deplorable situation, because
the area the department was protecting
was not worth protecting.

II am one who would normally be a con-
servationist and would not advocate the
destruction of any forestry land likely to
be of any use. However, to withhold per-
mission on the particular site concerned
was ridiculous in the extreme, and the
officers concerned with the recommenda-
tion should be thoroughly ashamed of
themselves; because I supplied the depart-
ment with an abundance of transparencies
to show the exact site from which the
gravel could be obtained without affecting
the land which was supposed to be god
forestry land.

The trees were found to be non-existent.
I examined the area with the Deputy
Conservator of Forests, who could not ex-
plain why trees had not grown on the
area; nor could anyone else. However,
the hard cold fact is that obviously no
tree had grown, and it did not look as if
one ever would on that site. However.
it was good gravel and could have been
used quite effectively in order to lower
the cost of this development project while,
at the same time, not creating any pre-
cedent which would be liable to upset the
normal policy of the Forests Department.

I would like members to bear in mind,
also, that the suggestion in regard to this
matter was that an exchange should be
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made of some 100-odd acres, or there-
abouts, with a concession on only some
30-odd acres. The land concerned is in
the proposed watershed area of the lower
Mundaring Weir project, and it will ulti-
mately have to be acquired by the Govern-
ment if this project is proceeded with.

Because of departmental policy the
Government at times cuts off its nose to
spite its face without giving Proper con-
sideration to the situation in hand; and it
involves itself in considerably more expense
than is necessary for certain development
projects.

The main object of this present legisla-
tion is to tidy up some features of the Act
which are hamstringing the complete de-
velopment of the area. The Bill will allow
an easy changeover of certain Govern-
ment-held land to this authority so, that
the authority may develop it in its com-
plex.

The Bill also envisages the alteration of
the market site from what would be known
roughly as the Welshpool area to an area
east of Cloverd ale, pretty'- much to the
north of the industrial complex. This could
be all to the good, because it fits in with
the proposed road pattern and gives good
access to the proposed market area from
both the Abernethy Road development and
the railway services.

I do not know how many years this land
is likely to remain vacant; I hope we will
have some sort of assurance given that
the site having been changed, the land will
not be left like many of the other Govern-
ment sites which are acquired and retained
in the centre of some industrial complex.
These areas are good breeding grounds for
vermin and for depositing rubbish, and the
local authorities have little recourse
against the Crown and others responsible
for looking after it.

I have in mind particularly the Com-
monwealth's resumption of much of the
area out there for future airport develop-
ment, and what has occurred, despite the
many notices erected. Ultimately the rate-
payers of the Belmont area have had to
pay to have such problems corrected by
the shire council. Therefore I hope some
effort will be made to ensure that this does
not occur in relation to this area.

I mentioned earlier that in the main
the drainage is the responsibility of the
development authority. However, because
of the extremely high cost involved in pro-
viding main drains and, to some extent,
lateral drains, the authority has found it
necessary to advise prospective purchasers
that they will be responsible for providing
access drains from roof drainage, etc., to
any lateral drains which might be in the
vicinity. Therefore, drainage will not be
the complete responsibility of the authority,
as those moving into the area will be re-
sponsible to a certain extent.

It is my understanding also that, because
of this drainage problem in the area, cer-
tain kinds of industry, such as, for instance,
those connected with food, are being pro-
hibited from utilising the many small lots
available. It seems to me rather strange
that the authority has developed such aL
policy, because if in the ultimate the main
marketing centre is to be placed in the
area, then I believe some blocks should be
retained for food processing fairly close
by. It seems to me rather strange that
this has not already been done in such an
industrial complex, because the markets
themselves of course will need to be very
well drained.

our experience with the markets in Perth
Is that many of the factories are fairly
close. After all those concerned do not
want to be involved in long haulage. This
particularly applies to the glut lines which
are usually used for the making of sauces,
etc. It would be to the advantage of both
the consumer and the grower if some ar-
ran gement could be made so that long
haulage would not be Involved. Those pur-
chasing crops for canning and other pur-
poses will not be Inclined to pay high
prices because of any long haulage involved.
Therefore I think the authority should
reconsider this matter.

I suggest that the Bill should not be the
end of the extension of this authority be-
cause, having a very clear knowledge of the
area, I would suggest to the Minister that
thought should be given at an early date
to include all of the land south of Kala-
munda. Road, going from Guildford, where
he would know there is an established in-
dustrial complex-including Bell Bros. and
a number of others-right down to this
present complex and west of the proposed
railway from Midland.

This whole area should become indus-
trial. The rest of the area around the air-
port is already industrial and something
should be done to tidy the matter up so
that a complete Industrial complex may be
developed. However, it should not be done
in a bad and shoddy mannier. It is an
area which will need an authority to
develop it. It is land similar to that already
developed-undulating, with some inclined
to be a little swampy and some inclined to
be very dry and sandy. If this land Is not
taken care of by some authority, we will
have pressures, which have been very
apparent in some particular areas-at High
Wycombe and other housing development
areas a little further out towards the foot-
hills-to have the land released for resi-
dential purposes.

If the land Is released for residential
purposes, it will not be possible to establish
a really decent industrial complex. No
problems would be involved, despite the
opinion of the experts who constantly say
that, because of access roads, many pro-
blems would be faced in order to develop
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the area any further as an industrial com-
plex. I do not believe this to be a fact
because the plan clearly states and indi-
cates the access road-the Beechboro-
Gosnells limited access road-runs right at
the northern extremity of the authority's
present land. If the land immediately
north were included, then of course I feel
there could be some advantage.
I Also, there are some pretty big stretches
of land in the area which would probably
be more suitable for the likes of General
Motors Holden, and others. Already that
company has an option on some hundreds
pf acres in this area, right next door to
the railway line where easy access could
be provided. Several other possible big
holders could develop the area quite easily
for the benefit of all concrened. As the
area is already ringed by the airport and
the railway, something must be done to
tidy up the matter, and the only way out,
as far as I can see, is to have an overall
development plan and an extension of the
authority of this organisation. However,
that matter is not before us at present
but tt is, I would hope for several reasons,
something for the future.

The area concerned runs into several
local authorities and difficulties could arise
if it is not developed by one authority.
Lines of demarcation would be involved and
arguments would arise as to what sort of
development should take place. However,
when land is covered by a development Act
such as this, then the authority can go
ahead and make the necesary provisions
and establish the area to the satisfaction.
and, generally, to the approval, of the local
authorities: although, no doubt, some of
them would like different ideas included
with regard to the development.

It seems that at present this scheme Is.
working quite well. As I indicated earlier,
co-operation has existed between the local
authorities concerned, and If at a later
stage the scheme is extended to the
Swan-Guildford Shire area, then that -shire
also would be quite happy to develop the
area from what is now known as Allawab
Grove right down to Hardey Road oil what
will be known as the Beechboro-Gosnells

.limited access road.
Mr. Davies: Is the scheme not a little

socialistic?
Mr. JAMIESON: it is, and I like these

socialistic Projects. This has been men-
tioned of course, but it seems to me that
this is the only way we can develop a
project of this size these days, other-
wise a lot of trouble is involved. How-
ever, difficulties are encountered both
ways, because when the Government moves
in and starts to buy up land, Its authority
Is expected to pay pretty high prices; and,
on this occasion high prices have been
paid, as I have not heard any great num-
ber of complaints from people, as has been
the case in some other areas where land has
been resumed for industrial development.

However, I would say this is always a
problem when the Government moves I-n
anywhere, My general experience is that
the people who would have held an untidy
paddock for many years, with scant
idea of what they would do, with it,
always seem to think they would have
established some wondrous proposition of
multi-storey buildings and goodness knows
what else.

When we interfere with their dreams,
and they cannot do what they had planned,
or what they had hoped to achieve, or
dreamed they would achieve, they try to
make up for it by making the Government
pay plenty for taking their land.

in the main, as the member for Victoria
Park said, this is a socialistic venture with
which we should all be happy to be
associated. I am sure in the ultimate the
area will develop into a very good indus-
trial complex, one with which we can be
Proud to be connected. The only fault I
have to find with the proposal, as I have
already said, is that it does not seem to
extend far enough to tidy up the whole of
that complex of industry that is now begin.
ning to surround the Perth Airport.

MR. COURT (Nedlands--Minister for
Industrial Development) (9.16 p.m.]: I
thank the member for Belmont for his
support of the Bill, and also for his corn-
merits, I agree almost entirely with his
attitude towards the nature of the develop-
ment. As members know, we found our-
selves in a very extraordinary situation in
that we had a fragmentation of develop-
ment taking Place and we could see that
the area around the key to our transport
system was in danger of becoming just a
disorganised mass of properties. No-one
was responsible and, of course, that meant
nothing would get done. However, one of
the great problems was that the Govern-
ment was not able to move in until too
late and by that time values-which I con-
sidered to be false values-had been esta-
blished.

I have said so before, and it will bear
repetition, that my only regret is that some
of the original owners of this land did
not receive the increased values that were
being Paid for It. Some of these people
had poultry farms and the like in those
places for many years, but they fell for
the bait of making what they thought was
a handsome profit on the old values. Sub-
sequently they found that they had sold
out to people who knew the values better
than they did, and that they had sold
out for much less than they could have
obtained.

Mr. Davies: Did these people have any
prior knowledge do you think?

Mr. COURT: I think there are some
People who have a capacity to make an
assessment of an area. In this instance
they would be able to assess that the area
was to be used as marshalling yards
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and in that event other associated works
would be established around those yards.
Markets were to be established and a
freight terminal was to be built. Such
people showed a degree of foresight and
they got in early. One cannot begrudge
them a profit for their initiative, I suppose,
but in this case I think it is more a ques-
tion of foreseeing the development that
was likely to take place in that area
rather than having any prior information.

Also, of course, once areas such as this
have been zoned-and we have had a
similar sort of exercise before-difficulties
arise. Town planning is a wonderful
thing, but once an area is zoned as indus-
trial there must be co-ordinated develop-
ment.

I can symapathise with the honourable
member in his feelings regarding ravel.
and the comments he made on this aspect.
Unfortunately, we have some rather hard
and fast rules when it comes to forestry
land and on this occasion we could not
take any gravel off that land.

I realise the drainage problem Is a very
serious one in these areas. The honour-
able member's comments regarding food
processing will be further studied bec'ause
we are rather anxious that one or two
people who are interested in this industry
should be able to develop in the general
area.

On the question of a greater area being
developed as part of the total scheme,
again I will have the honourable member's
comments studied to see whether it is, a
practical proposition now that we have
made such progress. I think it will be
realised that there must be a limit to the
amount of short-term money we Can ex-
pect from the Treasury to help us with a
project of this kind. The Treasury people
have been very patient and helpful in the
main but there Is a limit to which one can
stretch friendship in matters of this kind.

We had to demonstrate that the scheme
was practicable with short-term money.
and with the way it has unfolded I think;
we will be able to demonstrate that the
scheme can be carried out effectively with-
out any cost to the State provided we get
the benefit of cheap short-term money
to enable us to acquire properties and put
them together in a proper anid logical
development, and then release 'themn to
the type of industry that should be
established in that particular location.

I appreciate the comments of the hion-
ourable member and will make sure that
his speech is studied. Maybe I can have
a talk to him about some of the areas to
which he has referred because now we
may be able to look further afield. I
cannot promise anything but it is worth
having a look at to see whether we can
restore order in some of the areas which,
as I said, are in danger of becoming a

disorganised number of industries with no
real pattern of development, and with
some of them actually in a neglected state.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr.

Court (Minister for Industrial Develop-
ment), and transmitted to the Council.

APPROPRIATION BIL
(CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND)

1968-89
Second Reading: Budget Debate

Debate resumed from the 8th October.

11R. RUSHTON (Dale) [9.23 p.m.l:
The speech with which the Premier intro-
duced the Budget some time ago indicates
the Government's intentions of continuing
with its present stable financial policy and
the methods it has been using to make
steady progress in the State. From a
reading of the Premier's speech there is
an indication that extra emphasis is to be
given to education by an increased provi-
sion of $4,400,000. Members will realise
that this extra expenditure is to be
directed, in the main, to the increased
numbers of, and salaries for, primary and
secondary school teachers and the pro-
gramme for increased accommodation
during the coming year.

Law enforcement is a significant item
in the Budget and the Government's pro-
gramme will provide for the employment
of 50 additional policemen. I think all
members will agree that this is worth
while and necessary. Also, in the field of
health, the allocation for hospitals is to be
considerably increased, the vote for health
being an extra $4,300,000 this year. The
member for Cockburn and I are very in-
terested in the matter of health because we
want a new hospital to be built in the
Rockingham -Medina area. However, a'
quick look at the Loan Estimates intro-
duced tonight failed to show any reference
to this matter. We certainly should not go
beyond next year before this very worthy
project is commenced. I shall not elaborate
on that matter at this time.

I feel sure that Western Australians,
generally, fully support the Premier in the
action he has taken to provide the relief
so urgently needed by the people of
Meckering. I am sure everyone was
appalled at the damage which was done
to the town but we are grateful that there
was no loss of life. It was miraculous
that nobody was killed when one realises
the damage that occurred there.
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I would now like to put forward the
idea to Western Australians that they
support the Government in its endeavours
to point out to our sister States just where
we stand in our financial relationships
with them. I think most members are
aware that Western Australia is favour-
ably placed in regard to a balance of pay-
ments because of our excess of exports over
imports; and we play an important part in
the Australian economy. Our trade bal-
ance with other States is against Western
Australia because we import far more
goods than we export to them.

When Eastern States people visit West-
ern Australia they are quick to bring to
our notice the fact that we enjoy Pros-
perity from various taxes that People In
the Eastern States pay, but I think It
behoves us to make the point very strongly
to them that it is only through our in-
dustries and our activities that many in
the Eastern States are as prosperous as
they are at present. Because of our ad-
verse balance of payments we could be said
to be looking after something like 800,000
to 1.000,000 Eastern States people.

In the near future the State Govern-
ment will be talking to the Federal Gov-
ermnent, and the other State Govern-
ments regarding a fresh agreement in
relation to road funds. While we do not
want to be parochial, I think we as West-
ern Australians should emuphasise to all
Eastern States people the part this State
is playing in their prosperity. If we do
that I think the message will gradually
get across to them that we in Western
Australia are not enjoying any undeserved
privileges. We have a tremendously big
State and we have much to do. There-
fore the grants that are made by the
Commonwealth are very necessary.

I think the Loan Council should intro-
duce a flexible procedure in dealing with
growing States. We are a rapidly-grow-
Ing State and we need more people to help
us extend our exports. When we have
more people we need more homnes an-d more
services of every description. Therefore,
as we make progress there should be an
automatic increase In our loan raising
authority.

A system should be devised to provide
for this increase 'automatically, and it is
up to all of us to stress that Western
Australia, because of its tremendous export
potential and the fact that our import
and export trade with the other States is
out of balance, should be given a reason-
able priority in the allocation of loan
funds. All Western Australians should
make the Point very strongly and it should
not be left only to our Ministers, and to
the Premier particularly, to stress the need
f or our priority in the loan field.

I think we were all very interested to
read of the changes which have been indi-
cated in the land tax. We do not have the
details as yet, but I have no doubt that this

reform is badly needed. I consider valuing
for tax purposes Is in need of change,
though we may find suitable provisions
included in this regard in the Bill which
is to be introduced.

If it proves, practical to have our awn
valuing authority then it might be
practical to have values created on a
fixed and set date along the lines at present
used by the water board. We could use
unimproved capital values, but the values
should be taken on a fixed date. This
would eliminate to same degree the chang-
ing of the valuations from area to area,
which of course has some influence on the
Present inflationary trend in land values.

The suggested change is certainly a pro-
gressive step. The proposals will help
many people on fixed incomes, and I1 am
looking forward to reading the details of
the proposal.

In referring briefly to the question of
vermin tax, I hope that we will see some
changes shortly in this field of taxation.
In my area the vermin tax imposed is out
of all Proportion to the service which is
given. I hope we will see some proposals
come forward on this issue which will help
change our present procedures.

I would n~w like to deal with the expen-
diture on native welfare. I will not deal
with this in any detail, but I would point
out that I had the very pleasant experi-
ence of witnessing how some of the funds
under this heading are being spent. They
are being spent particularly well and with
a great deal of discernment.

When I visited the Mogumber Agricul-
tural School, it surprised me to see what
progress had been made without a very
great capital outlay. We have very en-
thusiastic personnel on the administrative
side looking after the interests of the
school.

In this connection I think we should pay
a tribute to the Minister who, we all
know, is dedicated to the welfare of our
native people. We also have a most dedi-
cated Person in Mr. Steve Wallace, Director
of Primary Education. Hie and his staff
are making a most valuable contribution
in this field of education.

I know Mr. Graham Kingston, the head-
master of the school, who has had two
years' experience in the Laverton area
educating native children. This is his
first year at Mogumber. He is an excel-
lent teacher and mnan, and his results are
clear to see. Also, others before him have
made a valuable contribution, and it is
not difficult to see the results of the work
of these dedicated officers.

I amn sure the example set for these
Young People to follow-those who come
from all parts of the State-is being en-
thusiastically received. They are respond-
ing well to the teaching, and they are
achieving far more than is expected of
them. I do not know the full details of
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the original objectives, but I understand
these were directed towards training the
Young native people as farmhands or for
employment generally.

I understand this objective has now been
fully reached and as a result of the young
people gaining confidence, they are now
moving into a higher bracket of attain-
ment. We know that they are well cared
for after they leave Moguanber. They are
helped to find employment, and I under-
stand many of them are reaching satisfac-
tory levels in their trades, These young
men have gained experience in shearing
and similar pursuits and they have every
right to be proud of their achievements.

While they do not desire publicity, I
felt I ought to mention this school because
of the genuine efforts which are being
made and of the satisfactory results being
achieved. At the same time I do this re-
luctantly, because I do not wish to give
the school any publicity which might not
be in the interests of its programme.

I understand that other schools have
also been established-there is one at
Gnowangerup and one at Tardun-and I
hope that the Programme will go forward
from strength to strength and that the
numbers that will participate in the train-
ing will continue to grow.

Mr. Harman: There is another at Esper-
ance.

Mr. RUSHTON: it is possible the honour-
able member knows more about this than
I do.

Mr. Graham: I hope so.
Mr. RUSHTON: To me this is really a

progressive step. As a first observation I
feel this is a practical way of giving these
young people something which is beyond
their expectation.

I would like to turn now to the point
raised by the Premier when he referred
to the special committee set up to deal
with the servicing of urban land. I men-
tioned this matter during the debate on
the Address-in-Reply and I intended to
elaborate on the subject later.

The corridor of land between Cannlngton
and Armadale is totally dependent on ade-
quate services being provided. I would
like to think that the committee being
set up by the Government to handle this
matter could be approached by people who
had come to the end of their tether in
trying to place their land on the market
as quickly as possible, and who have come
up against servicing difficulties.

I have chaired a number of these meet-
ings to help individuals secure greater pro-
gress in the development of their land for
building purposes. I hope the committee
will be available to the individuals con-
cerned; those who wish to remove delays
in converting their land into home sites.

I feel this committee would be more effec-
tive as a service authority in the corridor
between Cannington and Armadale.

There are questions In this development
which need further thought. I know that
the town planners propose to review the
issues raised with the Shire of Arinadale-
Kelmscott. There are a number of ob-
jections to the development of the corri-
dor, particularly on the question of land
not being included in the development.

I also know that very close to the brick-
works In Armadale the State Housing
Commission has purchased a considerable
acreage of land which will no doubt be
set aside for housing development and
which will be affected by the fumes from
the brickworks when the prevailing winds
blow. It will affect those who wish to build
homes in this area, and I would like to see
this development carried out on land which
is not very much further away but which
would be far more satisfactory for home-
building. Why create obvious problems?

'Mhe land in question is lowlying, but
this disadvantage could, no doubt, be over-
come by drainage. Of course when one in-
troduces large drainage and deep sewerage
development the price of the land natur-
ally rises out of all proportion. So we
should at all times endeavour to procure
land which is suitable for housing and not
requiring considerable drainage. It will
need deep sewerage. This is why we need
a co-ordinating authority.

I would like to point out that Roley-
stone could be a practically unique suburb
of the future. We should endeavour to pre-
serve the bushland character of the area.
If this cannot be done then it will show
that there is something wrong with the
town planning, whether it be local or at a
Government level.

I feel there is no need for deep sewerage
at Roleystone. Apart from this the blocks
should be of a size which is realistic
and manageable. At a recent seminar, re-
ference was made to small blocks, but,
having regard to our Australian way of
life, the Prospect of sinsl11r blocks fright-
ens me. I believe that a reduction in the
size of blocks contributes to an increased
price structure-the greater the density,
the greater the land values. The cry for
smaller blocks to enable them to be ser-
viced falls flat, having regard for all the
issues involved.

There is tremendous interest being
shown at Roleystone by the local people
towards preserving what they cherish. I
believe this is well worth considering. If we
permit high density living in Roleystone
It will not be long before its bushland
character disappears. This Is something
which needs to be watched very carefully.

I think the need for a co-ordinating
authority is worthy Of su1pport and most
necessary, and it will be most interesting
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to watch the results that are achieved. I
would prefer such an authority to be set up
along the lines of the transport authority
-answerable to a higher authority-to en-
sure that every regard is given to the quick
development of housing blocks whilst pre-
serving our way of life. It was interesting
to hear the Premier mention what is being
done in the field of housing.

Members on the other side of the House
expressed very little opposition to, or criti-
cism of, the Budget as presented. In tact,
one would think the Government must be
carrying out a somewhat idealistic pro-
gramme. As a matter of fact, any
criticism made was certainly not supported
with any detail. So my belief that the
Budget is a realistic one, giving emphasis
to the services which we need, appears
to be supported by the Opposition.

Mr. Graham: Do not deceive yourself
on that point.

Mr. RUSHTON:, I read the comments
already made and I will be listening with
interest to those yet to be made by mem-
bers on the other side of the House; and,
having regard for comments already
passed, I think it is a reasonable assump-
tion that the Opposition, by and large,
feel the Government is doing a worth-while
job of stewardship for Western Australia.

Mr. Graham: Make inquiries at the
State Housing Commission and you will
find the situation is worse today.

Mr. RUSHTON: One comment was
made.

Mr. Graham: I thought you would try
to get away from that.

Mr. RUSHTQN. Anyone who is fair-
minded and interested in the management
and the finances of this State would agree
the Premier has laced up to his task
courageously and realistically; and r think
his advisers have served him and us well,
as he acknowledged in presenting to West-
ern Australia aL Budget which will ensure
stability and continued Progress.

MR. HARMAN (Maylands) [9.45 p.m.]:
In speaking to this Bill, there are a number
of subjects I wish to discuss which I1 feel
are important for this House and the
Government to be concerned with. How-
ever, before I get on to those subjects I
will refer to one of the matters for which
I consider the Government should receive
credit. This is in regard to the fact that
in the Revenue Estimates the Premier has
seen fit to allocate $150,000 to the Home
of Peace at Inglewood. This, together with
finance the Homne of Peace can raise, will
provide for two new wards at this centre,
which already has one ward functioning
and a complete service section, which will
cater for these two wards which are
proposed following the grant I have
mentioned.

As many members in this House will
know, there are a great number of aged
persons who are chronically sick and who
are awaiting admission to institutions such
as the Home of Peace. in many cases
they or their relatives are unable to afford
the high costs asked by people running
private "C"-class hospitals. At the Home of
Peace in Inglewood, I have been informed
there have been no discharges in the past
nine to 10 months. Consequently, in that
period of time the waiting list has
continued to grow. This grant will solve
some of the problems as far as the waiting
list is concerned; but, to me, it does not
solve all of the problems which are
associated with the policy that the Gov-
erment adopts towards the care of the
aged, whether they be chronically sick or
the frail aged.

Recently I asked some questions of the
Minister for Health as to the number of
"C"-class hospitals registered in Western
Australia and the number of people who
were patients in those hospitals. In short,
the answers provided showed that the
State Goverrnent was directly assisting 26
per cent. of the number of persons in
"C'-class hospitals. The number of
persons in "C's-class hospitals was 3,371
as at the 20th August, 1968. The non-
profit organisations were catering for 28
per cent. of these people and the profit-
making "cr-class hospitals were catering
for 46 Per cent. of the number of people
in the "C"-class hospitals in this State.

This means the Government's direct re-
sponsibility for looking after only 26 per
cent, is something that it should have an-
other look at, Of course, we do not know
how many more people in the category of
chronically sick or frail aged in the met-
ropolitan area, and ink country areas are
on waiting lists to be admitted to homes,
whether they be Government homes, non-
profit homes, or profit-making "C"-class
hospitals.

Some figures were supplied reccuitly by
the Bureau of Census and Statistics which
indicate that in the metropolitan statis-
tical ares the number of females between
the ages of 60 and 64 amounts to 11.861.
The number of females in the age group
65 to 69 years amounts to 9,795; and the
number of females in the 70 year-plus
category amounts to 18,429, making a total
of females in these three categories from
60 to 70 years-plus of 40,085.

For males in the metropolitan area, in
the age group 65 to 69 years there are
8,318; and in the 70 years-plus age group
there are 11,790, making a total of 20,108
males. So, all in all, in the metropolitan
statistical region, there are some 60,193
persons-male and female-in the group
above 60 years of age for women and 65
Years for men; that is, men and women
who on an age basis will be eligible for the
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pension. Of that total, only 3,371 are in
homes for the chronically sick or frail
aged.

So I feel there must be a great
number of people in these categories who
are unable to obtain this type of semi-
medical treatment-the intensive care
which people of great age are obviously
in need of. I therefore suggest that the
Government should really get down to
tin-tacks about considering the question
of caring for our frail aged and chronic
sick.

On the 27th September, 1962, the mem-
ber for Fremantle asked the Minister for
Health questions regarding the care of
these people. This was an interesting
question and read as follows:-

(1) Will he have a survey undertaken
of geriatric Patients now In Royal
Perth, Fremantle, and suburban
Government hospitals who could
be cared for in their own homes,
subject to the supervision of local
general practitioners and visited
daily, or when necessary, by a
trained nurse?

(2) If the patients are in excess of
the ability of the Silver Chain to
cope, will he investigate the econ-
omics of Patying hourly award
rates to suburban trained nurses
for visits as suggested in No. (1)?

(3) Will be request the Public Health
Department to ascertain from the
Nursing Federation, union, or
other source, the names and ad-
dresses of trained nurses in the
suburban area who might be
pleased to co-operate with sug-
gestions on a part-time basis?

The Minister replied as follows:-
(1) The matter will be discussed with

hospital managements.
(2) Thei matter will be considered.
(3) Yes, if the need arises.

In 1962 the member for Fremantle was
concerned about people in this category
and his suggestion at that time was that
there are people in the community who
possibly need not be in "C"-class hospitals
or homes for the chronic sick. His sugges-
tion was that the Government should look
at the possibility of having a register of
nurses on a part-time basis so they could
carry out an extension of the work already
undertaken by the Silver Chain Nursing
Association.

This matter was Pursued by our leader
in his policy speech in March of this year:
and, referring to this problem of the frail
aged and chronic sick, he said-

A hospital-organized home-care plan
in which the resources of the commun-
ity-the hospital-rehabilitation facili-
ties, the family doctor, the family
housekeeping services and volunteers
-are co-ordinated, has been shown

to preserve the independence of old
People so that they can continue to
live satisfying lives in their own
homes.

There are organizations in Western,
Australia operating more or less in-
dependently of one another which are
rendering excellent service to the aged.
The value of the help being given
could be considerably enhanced if-
more finance were readily available-
Better co-ordination would extend the
field of operation. Information con-
tained in the annual report for 1967
of the Silver Chain Nursing Associa-
tion will illustrate this. The associa-
tion is expanding all sections of its
work, particularly in country areas
and enquiries are continually being
received from towns without centres.

The policy speech continues further down
as follows-

The need for much greater provis-
ion for the aged than that at present
being made is pressing and we propose
substantially to increase the amount
of government assistance to the
various organizations already minis-
tering and to integrate the services
according to the model of the Royal
Newcastle Hospital's Geriatric Ser-
vice which has become recognized as a
Pattern by leading hospitals in Aus-
tralia and elsewhere.

It is obvious that we, on this side of the
House, are concerned, and have been for
some time, about the aged people in our
community. Concern has been shown on
many occasions from as early as 1962. In
the limited time I have had to research
this problem, the only reference I can find
on the Government side in regard to get-
ting the community resources organised
is that this matter is under consideration,
as is another, to which I shall refer later
on.

Problems which confront the Govern-
ment seem to be solved by saying that this
matter and that matter is uinder consid-
eration. I do not think it is good enough
that the aged people of this State have to
wait until 1971 before they can get a
guernsey and obtain the type of treatment
and care which any responsible Govern-
ment should provide for them.

The next matter concerns my own elec-
torate, and is quite brief. However, T feel
it should be discussed. The Minister for
Traffic is not in the House at the moment,
but this Involves part of his portfolio and
part of that of the Minister for Railways.

As members will recall, some days ago a
bridge in my electorate-the Seventh
Avenue Bridge-was closed because of de-
terioration. This is the bridge situated in
the central part of Maylands, near the
railway station. The closure of that bridge
means that the bridge at the Third Avenue
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crossing-which creates a very serious
trafi hazard-will now be used by more
people and more vehicles. Naturally, the
traffic accidents, and the hazards which
occur there will, unfortunately, increase.

I am told, by the people constructing
the standard gauge railway, that the
bridge at Third Avenue will be raised
one foot to allow for the standard gauge
trains to pass under it with safety. This
bridge already has a hump in the middle
and when it is lifted another foot it will
create a further traffic hazard and
problems for the people using the bridge.
The hazard will also increase the incon-
venience caused to the residents in the
area where accidents, and near-misses,
occur frequently.

So I ask the Government to give priority,
in Its planning, to the construction of
one central bridge which will take over the
job of the aid Seventh Avenue Bridge and
the Third Avenue Bridge. I think all the
People in Maylands would be quite happy
to have one efficient bridge, Of course, if
it is possible it could be an under-way.

Mr. O'Connor: Third Avenue is a by-
Pass for the Mt. Lawley subway,

Mr. HARMAN: It is; but the present
structure poses a traffic hazard. Money
will be spent on the raising of the bridge
and I imagine that it is too late to do any-
thing about it now. But the Government
has said, through the Minister, that it
would look at the feasibility of having
one bridge, and I request that the Gov-
ernment give priority to the planning of
this particular bridge.

I am also appreciative that inquiries are
still proceeding with regard to an over-
way being erected near the Maylands
Blind School for use by the people at the
blind school and the children which use
the school across the road, as well as for
use by the residents of the area. As
I said before, Guildford Road poses a prob-
lem to the people of Maylands. Many
people fear going near Guildford Road and
live in a state of terror when they know
that they have to go to a doctor or dentist,
or a shop, on the opposite side of the road.
They have to take their lives in their hands
to get across Guildford Road.

I hope that the shopping complex near
Ninth Avenue, and the associated prob-
lem of traffic and pedestrians in the area,
will influence the Government to give con-
sideration to the installation of actuated
crossing lights. Such lights 'would not only
provide safety for the people using the
shopping complex but would also reduce
the speed of the traffic using Guildford
Road.

The next matter I wish to deal with
concerns mining royalties. In the Govern-
ment Gazette of the 20th May, 1958, the
Government laid down the royalties which
would apply to mining in this State-the

royalties which the various minerals would
attract. Since that date there have been
three additions to the list and, I submit,
they are of very little significance. On the
1st August, 1958, mineral phosphates were
added, and the royalty was 10lt a ton; on
the 15th July, 1959, leucoxene concentrates
were added and the royalty was h0c a
ton: and on the 18th July, 1963, tripolite
Was added and the royalty was 15c a ton.

Since 1958 there has been no change in
the royalties on the minerals which, we
believe, belong to the people of this State.
Those minerals belong to the Government,
and the Government represents the people
and, surely, if people are prepared to mine
the minerals and obtain profits for them-
selves, then they should be prepared to
pay a royalty which is in keeping with
present day values.

Since 1958 the value of minerals hss
risen, in some cases, to astronomical
figures. Copper has gone up many hundreds
of dollars a ton, but there Is no royalty on
copper in this State. Those who mine cop-
per are not obliged to pay a royalty. On
the 11th September I asked the Minister
if the mining of copper attracted a royalty
to the dcpartment. The Minister replied
that it did not. I also asked what was the
tonnage and value of copper mined in
Western Australia during the years ended
the 30th June. 1967, and the 30th June,
1968. To the 30th June, 1967, the value of
copper mined Amounted to $355,202, and
in 1958 the value amounted to $975,139,
which is nearly $1,000,000. Yet, no royalty
was paid to the State; copper does not
attract a royalty.

I asked the Minister if a royalty was not
paid, why it was not paid. The Minister
said that copper mining in the State, for
many years, had been at a very low ebb
and in order to encourage exploration for,
and produ~ction of, copper, no royalty had
been charged.

The next question I asked the Minister
was, I thought, a little facetious, but I
asked it for a purpose. On the 18th Sep-
tember 1 Asked the following question:-

In view of his answer to part (4) of
my question on the 11th September,
1968: "in order to encourage explora-
tion for, and production of, copper,
no royalty has been charged"-

Does he intend to waive the royalty
on amethyst, bentonite, beryl.
chalcedony, diatomaceous earth
(calcined), felspar, ochre, cheelite.
wolfram and other minerals of
which mining has been at a very
low ebb for many years?

The Minister replied-
Royalties payable on all minerals are
being reviewed. The committee re-
viewing these royalties is undertak-
ing considerable research and investi-
gation respecting royalties to be
charged.
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This brings me to the point that on the
12th March, 1966, the Premier, in a Press
statement, said that he was setting up a
committee to review royalties in this State.
The royalty list was published in 1958, so
that was good news to bear in 1966. How-
ever, on the 5th September, 1968, 1 asked
if the committee had been set up to un-
dertake the review of royalties and the
Premier replied that it had been.

I asked who were the members on the
committee and the Premier replied that
the committee consisted of the Chairman
of the Mines Advisory Committee (Mr. A.
H. Telfer) and the Assistant Under-Treas-
urer (Mr. L. E. MoCarrey). I then asked
what recommendations the committee had
made. I was of the opinion that after 2A
years the committee of two, looking at the
royalty situation in this State, would have
made some recommendations to the Gov-
ernment. Wrhether the Government would
have accepted those recommendations or
not was another matter. However, after 21
years the committee should have made
some recommendations to the Govern-
ment.

in answer to my last question, the
Premier stated that a considerable amount
of research had been undertaken and that
investigations were continuing. It seems
to me that if I asked two responsible civil
servants to inquire into royalties, and they
were self-respecting civil servants-and I
know these two people are-they would
surely not take 21 years to carry out the
investigation and still have not reached
the stage of making a recommendation to
the Government.

The thought crossed my mind that per-
haps the Government felt that It would
not press for an increase in royalties
because it did not want to be worried with
it. Perhaps the Government thought that
because it was not tied to the Grants Com-
mission any longer, and because it was re-
ceiving plenty of revenue from the iron
ore, it should not worry about some of the
other minerals, and it would let private
companies into this State to take the
minerals away. Perhaps the Government
thought that the companies pay some tax-
ation, and as it received some money
through the mining leases, it would not
worry about the other minerals.

I do not think we can let the Govern-
ment take this attitude. We must voice
our objection, particularly with regard to
a mineral like copper which has reached
the value of nearly $1,000,000. The Gov-
ernment says it is still considering the
question of royalties, but it does not im-
pose a royalty on copper because it is
worth only $1,000,000. However, who knows
what it will be worth next year: because
copper is a byproduct of nickel? This
Information was contained in the reply to
a question I asked, and that reply showed
there had been an increase on the figures

for 1967. As the production of nickel in-
creases, so will the production of copper.
Are we to wait until the value is more than.
$1,000,000 before any action is taken?

If royalties mean anything to the Gov-
ernment, and if it is expected that corn-
panies which mine In this State should pay
royalties, then do not let those companies
make a laughing stock of the State and
pay royalties amounting to only 5c or 6c
a ton. There should be a scale of royalties
relating to the value of minerals, rather
than to the tonnage mined. The Govern-
ment should reach a decision which fits
in with present-day values. We should
not have the spectacle of a committee
sitting for 21 years and not even making
a recommendation to the Government.

The last matter on which I wish to
touch involves the Department of Labour.
The number of comments I wish to make
on the Government's attitude in the field
of labour are not made with any real
criticism of the Minister or the department,
but I hope they will' be made construc-
tively and objectively.

To begin with, as I see it, the Depart-
ment of Labour has five primary func-
tions. I will list these functions, but I
make no attempt to do so in order of
priority. The first function is to represent
the Government in its role as employer.
The second function is to police and en-
force the application of industrial awards.
The third function is to concern itself
with factories and shops legislation. The
fourth function is to concern itself with
scaffolding legislation, and the fifth func-
tion is to concern itself with the matter of
weights and measures legislation.

I know the department has other func-
tions; but, to my mind, these are five of the
primary ones. The Opposition had some-
thing to say about the functions of the
Department of Labour, and particularly
about the first function; namely, the ques-
tion of the role of the employer. As mem-
bers know the department is responsible
for some 80,000 employees in Western
Australia. It is not responsible for some
two or three hours, or some 40 hours a
week, but the department is responsible
for the health, safety, and welfare of some
80,000 Western Australians for a third of
their lives, because people spend a third
of their lives working in the industrial
scene in Western Australia. Consequently
the responsibility on this department Is an
onerous and heavy one, and it is one we
should always be discussing. If the op-
position can objectively criticise and bring
some case to bear on the Government,
then it is its duty to do so.

We consider that the dual role of the
department in acting as employer on the
one hand and then acting for employees
on the other is incompatible; that It
would be in the interests of Western
Australians if the employer role was trans-
ferred from the Department of Labour to
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the Treasury, because the Treasury is re-
sponsible for the financial situation in the
State and must ultimately make a decision
with regard to salaries and wages. Why
should the employer role be a part of the
Department of Labour which we consider
should concern itself-

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. Toms):
Order! There is too much conversation
going on at the present time.

Mr. Graham: That is the member for
Dale.

Mr. HARMAN: As I was saying, the de-
partment should concern itself with the
industrial health, safety, and welfare of
our Western Australian employees.

I quite like repeating what our leader
said in his policy speech with regard to
these matters, but I do not know whether
the Government enjoys it or not. How-
ever it is good to get certain things on
record.

Mr. Graham: The Government could
certainly learn from It.

Mr. H-ARMAN: We hope it will.
Mr. Graham: It is doubtful whether it

will.
Mr. HARMAN: When discussing the De-

partment of Labour our leader gave this
assurance: namely-

The Department of Labour: This de-
partment should concern itself with
the industrial welfare of employees.
Under this Government it has been
more concerned to play the role Of
an employer or to act on behalf of
employers.
We propose to transfer to the Treasury
the responsibility of representing the
Government as an employer, leaving
the Department of Labour completely
tree to concentrate on matters involv-
ing the health, safety and welfare of
employees.

This was said for obvious reasons; as
indicated before, we consider it Is an
incompatible situation for the Department
of Labour to act not only as the employer.
but also on behalf of employees. Memn-
bers will realise that, when a dispute oc-
curs in a Government industrial concern,
a decision has to be made within the
Department of Labour. If the one person
were making a decision, obviously it would
be difficult for him to concern himself with
the management on the one hand and the
interests of employees on the other hand.
it would be an almost impossible task for
him. These things can happen and, in
fact, they quite often do happen.

The next matter to which I wish to
refer is the policing and enforcing of the
application of industrial awards. As mem-
bers know, most people in Western Aus-
tralia are employed under an industrial
award of some type-it may be a Com-
monwealth or a State award. However

on many occasions there are employers
who are not fully conversant with the
particular awards applying to the industry
in which they operate. From time to time
various changes are made to the awards
and these appear in the industrial gazettes.
Some organisations and employer associa-
tions--and. I think, the Department of
Labour too-do make it a habit to send
out notice of such changes to their mem-
bers.

However I would like to read a para-
graph from page 11 of the 1963 annual
report of the Chief Inspector of Factories.
It is headed, "Section 2: The Industrial
Arbitration Act, 1912-1961." It reads as
follows:-

As in Past Years, the Inspectors ap-
pointed under the Factories and Shops
Act as Inspectors also under the In-
dustrial Arbitration Act have carried
out investigation to see that the
provisions of Industrial Agreements
and Awards, or Orders of the Arbitra-
tion Court are observed. Including
inquiries concerning apprentices,
15,613 inspections were made. Twenty
seven cases were taken to court and
other adjustments made without pro-
secution.

What I am coming to is the important
point. It says-

Wages received for 1,076 employees
working under Awards amounted to
£14,238 17s. 6d.

In other words, roughly $28,000 was re-
covered in one year-that is. in 1963-
from employers who had failed to pay the
award rates of pay.

As members know, some amendments
were made to the Act in 1963 which took
away from the factories and shops in-
spectors the authority to Police awards
and act as Industrial Arbitration Act in-
spectors.

Let us turn to the report of 1965, re-
membering that in 1963 some $28,000 was
collected on behalf of employees, who are
the workers of this State. On page 25
of the annual report of the Department
of Labour In 1965 we find the heading.
"Arrears of Wages." It reads as follows:-

Eleven persons were found to be paid
less than the rates required In the
Factories and Shops Act.

It is necessary to remember that the in-
spectors at this time were only concerned
with the Factories and Shops Act, whereas
previously they had been concerned with
all industrial awards applying in the State.
The report continues-

Wages amounting to £116 5s. Id. were
received on behalf of the underpaid
employees.

U~nder the new Act, Inspectors of
Factories and Shops ceased to be In-
spectors under the Industrial Arbitra-
tion Act, and the recovery of wages
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is in connection mainly with shops in
country districts which are not cov-
ered by the Awards.

What does this mean? It could mean
that, all of a sudden, the employers in
this State are now paying everybody the
rates of pay prescribed by the award. Of
course one cannot accept that as an
argunent; namely, that just overnight the
employers of this State became fully
aware of the awards and fully aware of
the terms and rates of pay in those
awards, and not one worker in this State
receives less than the award rate of pay.

Mr. Laphani: Are you following the
eleventh commandment?

Mr. HARMAN: The point is that since
1963 the workers in this State have not
had the advantage of industrial inspectors
coming around and checking the wages
books of the employers in order to see
that the employees are receiving the cor-
rect rates of pay prescribed by the award.
In 1963, $28,000 was collected by their
efforts. Nothing is disclosed In the 1984
report-not one penny. In fact, it is not
even mentioned. In 1965 an amount
of approximatly £:115 was collected by way
of underpayments under the Factories and
Shops Act.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. Toms):
The honourable member has five more
minutes.

Mr. HARMAN: The Opposition main-
tains the Government should return to the
stage where it gave the workers of this
State the advantage of this kind of inl-
spectorial work. In addition, the employee
would also have the advantage of know-
ing that if he was not being paid the
correct rates of pay, at least the Depart-
ment of Labour, through its inspectors
would take the matter up. That is not
the situation today. Lord knows how
many thousands of dollars the workers of
this State are not receiving, because their
awards are not being inspected.

The last matter on which I wish to
touch is very important. It deals with
the scaffolding Act. Very briefly, I will
refer to some figures which were pub-
lished in the annual report of the Depart-
ment of Labour. I will not worry about
1963, because at the moment I cannot lay
my hands on the figures. However, in
1964 the annual report of the Depart-
ment of Labour says with regard to the
scaffolding inspection section-

It is to be regretted that I have to
report 4 fatal and 21 minor accidents
for the year. With intensified safety
promotional efforts and the training
of an increasing number of personnel,
It is hoped to obviate the possibilities
of fatalities from the construction
scene in Western Australia.

I repeat that there were four deaths and
21 minor accidents in that year. In the
1955 annual report it is stated under
the scaffolding section-

Four fatal accidents and 24 minor ac-
cidents were reported and investigated
by the Department.

In 1066 it is stated under the appropriate
section-

It is with regret that I have to re-
port seven fatal accidents and 29
minor accidents for the year.

In 1967 the report states, under "acci-
dents" in the scaffolding and inspection
section, that four fatal accidents and 33
other accidents were notified during the
year. As members know, last year the
Government finally became concerned
about the number of accidents that oc-
curred in relation to scaffolding, and it
undertook to have the matter investigated
with a view to bringing legislation to this
Parliament to amend the Act. I think
the Act was last amended in 1962 to bring
it into line with present-day building
standards.

Several weeks ago I asked the Minister
whether this matter was to be introduced
into the House, arid in his reply he
gave no undertaking that it would be
introduced. He said it was under con-
sideration.

On the question of care for the aged
the Government said the matter is still
under consideration; on the question of
royalties on minerals the Government has
said the matter is still under consideration;
on the question of scaffolding and the
bringing In of legislation to minimise
these accidents the Government now tells
us that the matter is still under considera-
tion.

Mr. O'Neil, I might say that a com-
mittee has been set up which bas not yet
reported to me.

MR. LAPHAM (Karrinyup) [10.32 p.m.l:
I would like to raise a matter which, I
hope, will be given consideration, because
I believe the Government could save a
considerable amount of money if it dealt
with the matter raised by a correspondent
recently in the newspaper. I quote-

It is well for the information of the
public that "Third Party Insurance"
be given front-page prominence in
your newspaper.

It is a safe bet that 90 per cent.
of the public do not know that the
Motor Vehicle Trust consists of par-
ticipating private insurance companies
and that these companies expect to
make, and do make, profits from the
trust's operations.

The ordinary motorist and citizen
could be pardoned for thinking that
the trust should be in the same posi-
tion as any private trustee. The law
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will not allow a trustee in any cir-
cumstances to make a profit out of
his trust.

Should not and could not the Motor
Vehicle Insurance Trust operate on a
non-profit making basis, as a govern-
ment agency if necessary?

The correspondent asks rather a pertinent
question which I think is overdue for con-
sideration.

Let us consider the whole question of
the Motor Vehicle Insurance Trust and
go back to the time when it was inaugur-
ated. Prom my records I find it was estab-
lished in 1949. At that time substantial
losses were being incurred by some in-
surance companies, mainly in the Eastern
States, who were underwriting third party
insurance.

That was one of the reasons why the
Motor Vehicle Insurance Trust was set up
in this State. It was because of those
losses in the Eastern States and also be-
cause that type of insurance was new: it
was more or less an innovation. Because
those who were putting the trust into being
had very little experience In that field, it
was decided that it would be advisable,
for future financial stability, to have ap-
proved insurers to underwrite a degree of
loses, if any, for which the Act recom-
mended compensation to themn by the pay-
ment of a maximum dividend of 5 per
cent, of the premium income of the trust.

That percentage was later raised to '71
per cent., but it was subsequently reduced
to 5 per cent. That is the rate at which
it now stands. Throughout the history
of the trust the losses have been met by
the operation of a Premium Rates Com-
mittee, which has increased the premiums
to provide an amount that Is sufficient to
meet previous losses and the outgoirngs of
the trust for the year under review.

It is fairly obvious that the Premiums
Rates committee has been a very good
organisation. It has operated quite effec-
tively and has proceeded along the right
lines. It is understandable and expected
that motor vehicle owners should con-
tribute a reasonable amount as premiums,
and that they should be prepared to meet
all the costs occasioned by the operation
of this trust as a result of their vehicles
being on the road.

Because of the exercise of control by the
Premiums Hates Committee the accumu-
lated losses of the trust since its incep-
tion to the 30th June. 1968, is a mere
$101,210. That is a very small amount
and one which could be easily adjusted
by the Premiums Rates Committee at its
next assessment.

There appears to be no reason why this
control should not continue; in fact it
would appear to be the duty of the com-
mittee to see that the rates do continue
from time to time, and that they are
sufficient for the purpose for which the

Premiums Rates Committee was set UP,
which is the efficient operation of the
trust.

It would also appear, in the circum-
stances, that as we have the Premium
Rates Committee which is automatically
adjusting the premiums necessary so that
there will be no losses on each estimated
period, there is no necessity to have any
participating approved insurers. As a
matter of fact there is no reason for them
at all. They are not underwriting any
risk, so why should they be there?

I would like to draw attention to a
question which I asked on the 10th Sep-
tember last. I asked the Minister the
following questions:-

(1) Excluding those who have with-
drawn from the Motor Vehicle
Trust, how many calls have been
made by the trust under sec-
tion 3(N) of the Motor Vehicle
(Third Party) Insurance Act since
the 1st July, 1949, upon continu-
ing participating approved in-
surers?

The answer was, "Nil."' I then asked-
(2) What amount, in the aggregate,

has been paid to the trust towards
the liqluidation of its losses over
the same period by the same par-
ticipating approved insurers?

The Minister replied-
(2) An amount of $215,629 has been

paid voluntarily by certain par-
ticipants against their share of
the following deficits which have
been debited to the participants
account:-

1957-58 ..
1958-59 ..
1959-60
1960-61

.. ... 92,019
.. 1.1172,736
... .. 428,027

188,247

$881,029
I asked further-

What amount has been paid by the
trust and/or is payable over the same
perioid by way of dividends to the par-
ticipating approved insurers?

The Minister replied-
(a) An amount of $59,143 was paid

on the 5th September, 1960, and
$409,930 on the 2nd July, 1962,
by way of dividends to partici-
pants for years 1949-50 to 1956-57.
In accordance with the provisions
of section 3P (6) an interim
dividend of 5 per cent. of pre-
miums in anticipation of a surplus
for the year 1904-65 was paid on
the 30th September. 1967,
amounting to $242,507.

(b) In accordance with section 3P of
the Act the amount due to par-
ticipant-s by way of dividends for
the years 1957-5 8 to 19 06-67 is
$1,962,596.
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Under those circumstances we are paying
out money but we are not getting any
value for it, because the insurers take
no risk. Whilst in the past the par-
ticipating approved insurers have been very
convenient to us, the Government should
not continue with this policy. The Gov-
ernment has used these insurers for the
purpose of setting up the Motor Vehicle In-
surance Trust, but as there Is no further
need for them the policy should be dis-
continued.

It would also appear that the approved
insurers have been receiving, or are en-
titled to receive, dividends for underwriting
a risk which in fact is non-existent. The
fact that no call has been made by the
trust against any of the participating in-
surers to meet their respective proportions
of any of the losses of the trust indicates
that the trust was Quite satisfied that any
deficits would be cleared subsequently by
means of increased premiums, as a con-
sequence of action by the Preniunm Rates
Committee.

I took out a few figures in regard to
this aspect. The amount of $215,629 paid
voluntarily by certain participants to meet
their proportion of the losses, totalling
$881,029 for the years 1957-58 to 1960-61.
would be refundable to such participants
immediately those losses had been liquid-
ated. This might have been accomplished,
as the present net deficit of $101,210 is
presumably in respect of later years.

The dividends paid or payable to the
participants are as follows:-

5th Sept, 1960 .. ... 59,153
2nd July, 1962 .... .. 409,980
30th Sept, 1967 242,507

The actual payments therefore totalled
$711,630. The amounts due to participants
for the years 1957-58 to 1966-67, in accor-
dance with the provisions of section 3P
of the Act, totalled $1,962,596; that makes
a progressive total of $2,674,226. The
amount due for 1967-68, being 5 per cent.
of the premium income of $8,680,050 re-
ceived by the trust, is $434,000. That
makes a grand total of $3,108,226 paid
or payable to the insurers over the 19
years of the operations of the trust-and
there has been absolutely no risk taken
by the insurers at all.

Candidly I think it is time this was
stopped. I cannot see why the State can-
not operate the trust. There is not any
need to continue a. practice which was
established, in the first instance, purely
because the State had no knowledge of
what was required. The State sought aid
from the approved insurers, and as a con-
sequence it had to pay 5 per cent. of the
premiums to them. We now know what
we are doing, and to my way of thinking
it would be a misuse of public moneys
if we carried on with this activity.

As the matter has been brought to the
attention of the House I expect the Gov-
ernment to look Into the question as to

whether or not we can operate the Motor
Vehicle Insurance Trust without having
to pay out a percentage of the premiums.
It is not necessary for us to pay out
$434,000 in the 1967-68 period; this is a
great sum of money which could be saved.

Mr. O'Nel: Why ha-s the amount which
is due not been paid in full?

Mr. LAPHAM: It is purely a matter of
adjustment each year; it is a question of
bookwork more than anything else.

Mr. O'Neil: Is It because the surpluses
have not been sufficient to meet the
amount due to the participating com-
panies?

Mr. LAPHAM: That may be the reason,
but why should we pay out 5 per cent. of
the total premiums received to insurers
whom we do not need?

Not only do I feel, but a number of in-
surers in this city with whom I have dis-
cussed this matter also feel, that it is high
time the Government looked into this
matter of the Motor Vehicle Insurance
Trust and the participating approved in-
surers. I also recommend that members
look into the question.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr.
Burt.

House adjourned at 10.47 pa.

I14ri1tir Qhurnil
Wednesday, the 16th October, 1968

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver) took the Chair at 4.30 p.m., and
read prayers.

QUESTIONS (5). ON NOTICE
ELECTRICITY CHARGOES

Reduction in Northern Areas
1. The Hon. H. C. STRICKLAND asked

the Minister for Mines:
Referring to my question on the
10th October, 1968. concerning
the percentage of surplus trading
results of certain north-west elec-
tricity undertakings operated by
the Public Works Department,
and although it is not my desire
to argue with the person who
produced different percentages in
the reply, I draw the attention of
the Minister to page 105 of the
1968 report of the Auditor-Gen-
eral where appears the figures
used by me, and ask whose figures
are members of Parliament sup-
posed to believe?


